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ATTRACT 

The Welge sandstone f. s the basal member of the Upper Cambrian 

Wilberns f'ormation. Its entire outcrop area is within the Central Mineral 

region of Texas. Textural and mineralogical characteristics were determined 

f'rom outcrop samples collected at, ten sections throughout the Central 

Mineral region. These were combined with f'ield observations to provide a 

means of interpreting the environmental conditions and the direction of 
the source area with respect to the location of the ten sections during 

the time of Welge deposition. 

The Welge sandstone fs characterised by both areal and vertical 
homofeneity of sedimentary parameters, grain sise, roundness, nature and 

percentage of heavy minerals~ and peroent by weight of heavy mineral con- 

tent. The rost conspicuous variation is the transition from almost pure 

quarts sandstone in the western part of the Central Mineral region to a 

glauconitic and caloareous quarts sandstone in the extreme eastern portion 

of the area. This variation and the overall homogeneity are interpreted 

as characteristics that would have been irpressed on sediments deposited 

by a sea transgressfnf rapidly from east to west over a stable platform 

with very low relief on the platform and in the area to the west of the 

platform. 

Glauconite in the Welge sandstone possesses I-ray diff'rection 

properties that indicate an ordered monomineralf. c crystal lattice. It 
is classif'ied as group one ordered glauconite 



INTBODUCTION 

Statement of Objectives 

The principal objectives of this study' were& 

1) to determine the textural and mineralogical properties of 

the Welge sandstone at ten stratigraphic sections distribu- 

ted throughout its entire area of exposure in the Central 

Mineral region, Texas; 

2) to compare the textural and mineralogical properties from 

each of the ten sections~ 

3) to interpret the environmental conditions and direction 

of the source area during the time of Welge deposition 

on the basis of da+a obtained in this investigation. 

Location and Siss of Area 

The Central Mineral region of Texas is located in the central 

part of ths state and includes all or part, of the following counties& 

Masonp Llanos Burnet, Blanco, Gillespie& McCulloch, and San Saba. It is 

roughly circular in outline with a diameter from east, to west of 80 miles 

and a slightly shorter north-south diameter ~ This area is frequently re- 

ferred to in the literature as the Llano uplift. Because the Llano up- 

lift refers to a regional structural feature that has the same approximate 

geographic lizrits as the Central Mineral region~ the two terms will be 

used synonomously in this paper when referring to the area of study. 

The entire outcrop area of the Welge sandstone is located in 

the Central Mineral region. However, wells drilled in counties adjacent 



to the Central Nineral region have penetrated sections of rocks that are 

correlated with the surface sections of the Welpe (Rmrness + +~ 1959) ~ 

The subsurface sections of Welge have been traced only a short distance 

from the outcrop on the north, east, and south sides of the area. This 

is in part due to a lack of wells that, are deep enough to penetrate the 

Melge. Northwest of the area of surface exposure, the subsurface Melge 

equivalent has been recognised as far as Nolan County, 

Names and Locations of Melge Sections 

Ten stratigraphic sections of Melps sandstone from diff'creat 

areas oi' surface exposure dxstributed around the Central Yineral region 

were chosen for this investigation. The location of these sections is 

shown in Figure 1 ~ The sections sampled were eaoh given a nmnber and a 

name. The names were, i' or the most part~ recommended by Names (1960, 

personal comnunicatic n) . 
Section 1 is named the Nason section and is located on Garfield 

Street within the city limits of Masons Mason Countys Texas, 

Section 2 is named the Squa~ Creek section and is located in a 

bluff' along Squaw Creek 0, 25 mile north of the Mason-Glllespie county 

line in Mason County, Texas. This is he type locality of the Welge sand- 

stone (Bridge~ Barness and Cloud, 1947) . N view of the bluff formed by 

the Melge sandstone is shown on Plate 1 (k). 

Section 3 is named the Streeter section and is located 2. 75 

miles west of Streeter, Mason County~ Texas~ 0 ' 25 mile south of U. S. 

Highway 377. 
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. ection 4 is named the Brook-Katemcy Ranch section and is lo- 

cated at Camp Ran Saba in HcCulloch County~ Texas. This 1s a composite 

section with the lower 56 feet located sou h of the cemetery at Camp San 

Saba, and the upper e1ght feet located on the Katemcy Ranch road 2. 7 

miles south of Camp San Saba. 

Section 5 is named the Upstream James River section and ls lo- 

cated along the James River& 2. 8 miles east of a private airfield in 

southwestern Nason County, Texas. 

Section 6 is named the Little Llano River section and is located 

4. 25 miles southeast of Cherokee~ San Saba County, Texas. A picture of 

Cedar Point, from which the samples of section 6 were collected, is shown 

on Plate 1 (B), 

Section 7 is named the ". ast Canyon section and is located in 

t he Riley Mountains 2 miles north 0 f 0 1 icky Llano Countys Texas, 

Section 8 is named the Morgan Creek section and is located near 

the mouth of the South Fork of Y~rgan Creek on the eastern side of Lake 

Buchanan, Burnet Countys Texas. 

Section 9 is named the Beaver-Silver Creek section and 1s lo- 

cated near the ]unction of Beaver and Silver creeks on ths eastern side 

of Lake Buchana~ Burnet County, Texas. 

Soction 10 is named the Klett Walker section and is located along 

the Pedernales River five miles west-northwest of Johnson City', Blanco 

County~ Texas. 

It is possible to drive on either publ1c paved roads or private 

ranch roads to within 0, 5 rile of each section, 



Previous Investigations 

Comstock ! 1889) published the first detailed investigati. on of 

the Central Mineral region. Previous work had been of a reconnaissance 

nature. Comstock introduced the terms Hickory series and Riley series 

as names for the Lower Paleosoic rocks of the region, The rock units 

have been redefined and resubdivided since Comstock' s report but, the names 

Hickory and Riley are still used for Upper Cambrian rock units. Com- 

stock also introduced the term Kstemcy series but this name has been 

dropped from usage. 

Paiga (1911, 1912) named the Milberns fo»mation "rom Milbarns 

Glen along the Little Llano River in northern Llano County» Texas. The 

base of the Milberns» as dsf ined by Paige» is vali marked by the top of 

a glauconitic sandstone which is the upper member of the underlying forma- 

tion, The importance of this boundary has stood the t est of time well 

because it has been recognised in all investigations that folloved Paige's 

work. 

Bridge and Barnes (1941 ) recognised as early as 1941 that the 

Milberns formation is divi. sible into members and that the basal member 

is a sandstone, Barnes ( 1 944) and Cloud, Barnes» and Bridge ( 1945) pub- 

lished pai ers in vhich the Milberns formation was divided into various 

members» but it was not until 1947 (Bridge» Barnes» and Cloud» 1947) 

that these members vere properly named and def ined in the literature. 

In the 1947 publication the Mslge sandstone member vas named by Barnes 

from the Melge land surveys in Gillespie County» Texas. 

4 correlation chart showing the changes in stratigraphic subdi- 

visions and nomenclature fror Comstock's (1889) original subdivisions to 



the latest subdivision by Barnes ~e~ + (1959) is presented as Figure 2 ~ 

Sore uncertainty exists as tc the exact position of the horisontal lines 

separating the various rock units of the earliest investigators. There- 

fore~ when reading the chart, it should be 1 ept in mind that some ' ines 

may need to be shit ed slightly to show equivalency. 

'I'he need for a regicnsl analysis of the Welge sandstone to de 

termine its texture and mineralogy becomes apparent when one searches the 

literature for in ormation pertaining to this member. The limited data 

concerning -the Welge have onsistsd of observations made by field geolo- 

gists and published in the form of geologic maps, measured sections, and 

field descriptions. The lack of information is in part dus to the relative- 

ly short time that has elapsed since the unit was named. 

Barnes, Bridge, and Cloud (see bibliography) have been the major 

contributors to the literature of the Welgs sandstone member. Wilson 

(1949) described +he Upper Cambrian trilobites from tho Wolgs. Wollman 

(1952) also described the fauna from the basal Welge sandstone. 

Daugherty (1959) comparod the texture and mineralogy of the 

Lion Mountain and Welge sandstones in southern Mason County, Texas. 

Daughsrty's study was the first investigation of this type on these two 

sedimentary units, Xt adequately illustra+ed that diff'ercnces do exist 

between tho sedimentary parameters of the Lion Moun+ain and Welge sand- 

stones in ths area of study. However~ the sedimentary parameters and 

mineralogy determined for *hs Welge sandstone~ because of the small number 

of Welge samples analysec (3 per section) anc ths localised area of study, 

are not sufficient for a regional interpretation, 
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STRAT IGRAP HY 

General Statement 

The two Upper Cambrian fozmations~ the Riley and Wilberns, 

constitute the oldest unmetamorphosed rocks in the Central Mineral re- 

g1on. The presently recognised subdivisions of these two formations may 

be seen in Pigure 2 ~ 

The Riley fommation has an average thickness of' 695 feet& 

(Barnes anc Bell~ 1954) and is composed of the H1ckory sandstone~ Cap 

Mountain limestone, and Lion Mountain sandstone members named from oldest 

to youngest. The lower Hickory consists chiefly of light colored to brown 

quarts sandstones that oontain feldspar grains at some exposures. The 

upper portion of the un1t is characteristically composed of deep red sand- 

stone, The Hickory grades into the Cap Mountain limestone member, This 

member cons1sts of sandy~ silty~ and glauconitic llmestonee. The boundary 

between the Cap Mountain mevber and the overlying Lion Mountain sandstone 

member is gradational and is placed at, the lowest occurrence of large quan- 

tities of t errigenous material. The Lion Mountain member is characteristical- 

ly green because of the abundance of glauconite. It is composed of are- 

naceous limestone with lenses of light-gray limestone containing many frag- 

ments of trilobites in the lower part and glauconit1c quarts sandstones 

with minor amounts of siltstone and shale in the upper part. 

The Wilberns formation is composed of the Welge sandstone, Norgan 

Creek limestone~ Point Peak~ and San Saba members named from oldest to 

youngest. The Wilberns has an average thickness of 550 feet (Barnes and 

Sell, 1954). The Welge sandstone is a medium«grained~ quarts sandstone 



that is transitional vertically into the Morgan Creek limestone member 

The Morgan Creek is s coarsely granulars glauconitic limestone that has 

a distinctive maroon color at the base This limestone grades into the 

overlying Point Peak merber which consists of calcareous siltstones and 

shaless intraformational conglomerated and stromatolitic bioherms. The 

contact between the Point Peak and San Saba members is usually placed at 

the first appearance of a yellowish-tinged, gray limestone or dolomite, 

The San Saba merber is typically composed of limestone in the western 

part of the Central Mineral replan and dolomite in the eastern part. 

i mors detailed discussion of the stratigraphy of the Upper 

Cambrain rocks of the Central Mineral region is found in a report by Barnes 

+ g, (1959, p. &5-34). 

Welge Sandstone Men. ber 

~lit o~gf. The Welge sandstone is typically a brown-yellow~ 

massive, medium-graineds well-. , orted, rounded, sparingly to non-glauconitic, 

non-calcareous, riable to only slightly friable, quarts sandstone. The 

sections in the western part of the Central Mineral region are composed 

almost entirely of what, is described as typical Melge sandstone. Toward 

the eastern part of. the area the sections exhibit a more variable litholo- 

gv than do those to the west. The eastern sections are composed of white 

to yellow-brown to greens massive to thin-becdeds fossiliferous~ fine to 

medium-grained, glauconitic to sparingly glauconitic, calcareous to non- 

calcareous, quarts sandstone. 

Good exposures of Melge sandstone sparkle on a bright sunny day'. 

This is caused by secc ndary overgrowths on some of the quarts frains. 
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X)i~i knee . The thicknesses of the. ten stratigraphic sections 

of Welge sampled for this investigation varied from 12 feet to 25 feet, 

Their average thickness is 20 feet. Ba. mes and Bell (1954) stated that 

the thickness of the Welge ranges from 11 feet to 28 feet in the Central 

Mineral region~ with an average thickness of 20 feet, 

Sections on the west and north sides of the area (sections 1 

to 6) are consistently *hi. cker than the sections on the east and southeast 

sides of the area (sections 7 tc 10). The average thickness of sections 1 

to 6 is 23 feet while +he average thickness of sections 7 to 10 is only 15 

feet, 

G~ll ~~tt, 'tl il lp ~ t * b i th llilb 

formation overlies +he Lion Mountain sandstone member of the Riley forma- 

tion. The boundary between the two members is believed to be a discon- 

i'ormable surface in parts of the area of study. Fvidence seen in the 

field by this writer +hat is indicative of a disconformity between the 

Welge and Lion Mountain sandstones is the slight irregularity of the con- 

tact. The presence of glauconite in the Lion Mountain sandstone and its 

absence in the Welge in the western part of the area is further evidence 

for a disconforr. ity. The sharp contrast between the green color of the 

Lion Mountain member and the brown yellow color of the Welge member caused 

by +he difference in composition makes the irregular surface plainly visi- 

ble where the sections are well exposed, 

In . actions 1 to 6 the contact is very easily recognised because 

of the difference in color of the two members. In rection 7 the contact 

is covered and an arbitrary contact was placed at an abrupt change in the 



slope of the ground. The Welge is morc resistant, to erosion than the 

underlying Lion?k&untain and therefore its out, crop has a steeper slope 

than that, of the Lion Mountain. A good illustra+ion of the change in 

slope between these two members is shown in Plate 1 (B) ~ 

At sections 8 and 9 there is no apparent field evidence of a 

disconfor««ity between the Lion Mountain and Wslge sandstones. In these 

sections the Welge member contains glauconite, which is a characteristic 
constituent of the underlying Lion Mountain member, and color dii'ference 

cannot be used to locate the contact between these two units. Barnes 

(Barnes +e g„ 19 &9) noted that the disconforn:ity so well observed in the 

western part of the area may not bs present in the eastern part of the 

area. In sections 8 and 9 the Li« n, "ountain-Welgs contact is apparently a 

conforrable one. Barnes (1956, p. 48) stated that fossils provided the 

most reliable reams of locating the contact in the Morgan Creek area, 
The Wilberns forration is characterised by the presence of trilobites be- 

lonfing to the ~Flvini I'auna, whereas the Riley formation does not contain 

this fauna. 

During the field work at sections 8 and 9 this writer r~e uss 

of contacts picked by' Barnes (1o56) on the 'oasis «f fossil evidence. 

These contacts were marked by Barnes in the flel«) with yellow paint. It 
is believed that an accurate contact was picked by correlating beds over 

the short distances (les. : than 0. 5 rile from section 8 and 3 riles from 

section 9) from the section rsasured by garnes (1«&56, p. 48) to sections 8 

and 9 sampled for this report. It was noted the+ the Welge in sections 8 

and 9 ic vore resistant t«, weathering than the underlying Lion Mountain 

sandstone and the contact is approximately marked by a slight change in 

slope, 



The bass" oed of Melge sandstone at section 10 is less well- 

sorted than is typical of the Welge. It . ontsin fine to very-coarse 

material. There is no other physical evidence of the contact, except s 

slight change in slope. 

The Melge sandstone is overlain by the Morgan Creek limestone 

in all parts of the Central !!ineral region. The contact between these 

two members is transitional within a short stratigraphic interval. Barnes 

(Barnes ~t i!I, 1959~ p. 46-f7) implied that, this boundary is the most 

reliable horizon marker in the Upper Cambrian rocks of the Llano region 

and in adjacent subsuri'ace areas, 

In every section sampled for this study the Melge-morgan Creek 

contact was picked at, the first appearance of a maroon-colored arenaceous 

limestone. The presence of' this easily recognizable contact and horizon 

marker greatly facilitated the field work, 

~Gla o~t ~ The writer views the presence of glauconite in 

some sections of Melge sandstone and its absence in other sections as in- 

dicative of an snvironmontal change and a valuable paleogeographic indi 

cator. The typically non-glauconitic sect, iona (1 to 6) occur in the 

western part of the areas and sections 'n the eastern part of the area 

(7 to 10) contain varying amoun+s of glauconite ranginc up tn an estimated 

percent in some beds. A discussion oi' the mode of occurrences physi- 

cal lizits of formations and classi. ication of glauconite will be pre- 

s. . nted as s, basis on which urther statements concerning the Welge glau- 

conite may be made. 

Glauconite is a hydrous, iron-alumino silicate substance that 

occurs in rarine sed!mentary rocks of all ages from Cambrian to Recent, 
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It is most co»mnonly i'ound in limestones and sandstones» particularly in 

calcareous sandstones. The typical form of glauconite is rounded» pro- 
late to semi-spheroidal» green pellets» although it is not uncommonly 

I'ound as coS»pact masses without regular outlines. Both types of occurrence 
of glauconite are present in the Welge sandstone, The pslletal form of 
glauconite is commons associated with those beds that have a calcareous 

cement. Beds containing glauoonite in compact form without definite out- 
line are represented by samples 8-2» 8-5» 9-2, and 9-4. These beds are 
glauconitic sandstones composed of an estimated 25 percent glauconite and 

75 percent quarts, 

Numerous theories have been proposed to explain the origin of 
glauconite. According to Burst (1958a» p. 48?i» the, + include» conver- 

sion of fecal pellets» conversion of foraminifsral cavity fillings» al- 
teration of biotite booklets, and agglomeration of clay pellets on the 

sea floor. The scope of the present study is not so broad as to i;. elude 

an investigation of the origin of glauconite. The primary concern is to 
determine what» if any, environ~ental and palsogeographic interpretations 
can be made based on the knowledge of the type of glauconite present in 
the Welge sandstone and the physical limits of glauconite formation as 
discussed by Cloud (1955). 

Glauconite is believed to form in a se-. i~xidising to semi- 

reducinf environment (Burst» 1958a, p. LH2). The evidence for this be- 
lief is the restricted range of ferric-ferrous ratios in glauconites, 
Burst believed that this ratio reflects the ability of ths environment 

to reduce or oxidixe a system. The nresence oi' glauconite associated 
with fossils of a normal benthonic fauna, such as occur in the Welge 



sandstone, is explainable by assuming that the overall oxidising condi- 

tions of a normal marine environment are not sufficient to overcome ths 

local reducing conditions created by decaying organic material. The ac- 

curacy of the above assumption is in part dependent on other phys1cal 

criteria for glauconite formation, namely water depth and turbulence, 

Based on observations of presently forming glauconite~ Cloud 

(1955~ p, 4RR) conciuded that 10 to 4%) fathoms 1s tbe most common range 

of wa er depths in which glauconite forms~ and that the "upper part" of 

this range seems mors favorable for 1ts formation. JLs po1nted out by 

Cloud~ the probable depths in which glauconite originates are shallow in 

terms of modern oceanic dep+hs, but in terms of Paleosoic platform seas 

they' are relatively deep. 

It has been stated that glauconite is commonly found in sand- 

stones. This does not imply that all the glauconite formed in these 

sandstones. although glauconite is an authifenic mineral, ths rounded 

and abraided appearance of some of the pellets suggests that, they may have 

been +ransported and redsposited in locales which are not, conducive to the 

genesis of glauconite. The glauconite that occurs as compact rasses with- 

out regular outlines undoubtedly has not been transported. The associ- 

ation of terrigenous sand grains~ glauconite which has not been trans- 

ported~ and very little of anything else suggests an environment in which 

turbulence was sufficient to prevent the deposition of slits~ clays~ and 

carbonate muds, but was not as great as in those areas where pure quarts 

sand was deposited, Turbulent conditions would be necessary for the water 

to be oxygenated sufficiently to produce an nxidising environment, , but~ 



as noted above, the turbulence probably was not sufficient to completely 

destroy +he reducing environment created by decay1ng organic material ~ 

The average th1ckness of the four ZZelge sections (7 to 10) con- 

taining glauconite is 15 feet while the non-glauconitic sec+iona have an 

average thickness of 23 feet. This fact apparently suppozts the obsez 

vation by Cloud (1955z p. 490)s that glauconite is presently forming in 

areas of deoreasea sed1ment influx. 

On the basis of x-ray powder&iffractogram characteristics 

Burst (1958azb) was able to subdivide all glauconite into four mineralogi- 

cal classes designated as& ordered glauconite, disordered glauconitez in- 

terlayered glauconite, and mixed-mineral glauconite, These results led 

Burst, to conc'ude that glauconite is used both as a morphological and a 

mineralogical tern. Any small, rounded, green pellet or earthy material 

qualifies morphologically for the term glaucon1te, but only those in the 

ordered glauconite group possess structural properties which characterise 

the mineral glauconite. 

Burst (1958b, p. 32), compared glauconite pellets associated 

with four unconfozzzitiss in the Gulf Coast Focene series with pellets 

frorz conformable strata oi' the same age and found s. better regulated 

mineralogy in the form of "crystal-stacking regularity" in the pellets 

Sz om the unconf'ormable sez ice of strata. Burst probably did not intend, 

however, that, +his should be used as a criterion for recognising unoon- 

formities. As will be seenz the Melge glauconite exhibits a high order 

of crystal-stacking regularity. 



BIFID PROCFDURFS 

Selection of Sections 

yeah of ten stratigraphic sections o Welge sandstone used in 

this investigation was selected on the basis of location in the Central 

Mineral region, quality of exposure~ and accessibility. The most im- 

portant consideration was the geographic location of the section~ in as 

much as it was desired to obtain sections distributed over the entire 

area of outcrop oi' the Welge sandstone. Within a specified area an at- 
tempt was rade to locate the section that offered the best exposure of 

the unit„ This was usually a difficult task because the Welge typically 

supports a dense vegetation. The banks of streams and road cuts invari- 

bly provided the best sections, 

Measurement of Sections 

A Brunton compass and Jacob's staff divided into half foot 

intervals were used to measure the thickness oi' each section and to de 

termine the stratigraphic position of each sample. The strike and dip 

of the beds were first determined with the compass. The distinctly bedded 

Morgan Creek limestone provided better surfaces on which to determine 

str'ike and dip than did the massive Welge sandstone. It was possible to 

measure stratigraphic thickness with the desired accuracy bv sighting 

through the compass in a direction perpendicular to the strike of the 

beds when the clinometer in the compass was set to correspond to the dip. 

The number of feet of section measured in this manner corresponds to the 

position of the compass on the Jacob's staff. A complete section may be 

measured by moving the Jacob's staff after each sirhtinf to the point on 

which the last sighting was made, 
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Collection of Samples 

A total of seventy-six samples nf Melge sandstone were collected 

for this study. At each of the ten section localities shown in Figure 1 

a vertical series of spot samples was collected. 

Fach nf the seventy-six spot samples was given a dual number 

designation based on the section at which it was collected and +hs strati- 

graphic position of the sample above the base of the Welge. For example~ 

samples 6-1 and 6-7 were both collected at section 6. Sample 6 1 was the 

first sample collected above the Velge-Lion Mountain contact and sample 6-7 

was the seventh sample collected above the bass of the Welge. 

An atterpt was made to collec+ fresh samples containing as little 

weathered material as possible. The stratigrcrhic position of each spot 

sample was largely determined hy +he degree oi' difficulty of obtaining 

fresh samples~ however~ the attempt to collect a representative vert'cal 

distribution also influenced the stratigraphic position at which the sam- 

ples were taken, 
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IJLBORATORY PROCFDURFS 

Initial Sample Treatment 

P~rim r ~Disa gregation, Silica and iron oxide are the most com- 

mon csrenting materials in the Melgs sandstone~ however~ the quantity of 

these tvo cemsnting agents is not sufficient to indurate the Melge to suoh 

an extent that it is not adaptable to a mechanical analysis. Some samples 

vere less friable than others. The increased induration of these samples 

may have been due to the presence of seoondary silica cement in the form 

of overgrovths on some grains. Most samples vere friable enough to be 

disaggregated by rubbing a smaII piece of the sample between two wooden 

boards, 

The samples that vere cemented with authigenic calcite were 

placed in dilute 2, 4 N (1t5) hydrochloric acid for primary disaggrega- 

tion. This treatment vas sufficient to destroy any calcareous materials 

~Sam le S~lit~ing. The samples that were disaggregated by rubbing 

between two boards were passed through a Jones sample splitter to obtain 

an analytical sample weighing approx~tely 150 grams. Ths samples ce- 

mented vith calcite were not split because only enoufh of the field sam 

pie was treated to produce the desired siss cf analytical sample. 

S~d m~g ~1. i ** 1. tf. Xtt b' 1 

microscope of grains that had been disaggregated by rubbing between two 

boards revealed that some very small frains were still present in aggre- 

gate form and that n oat grains were partly coated with iron oxide material. 

ifter having collected sszrplss from ten different sections of 

Welge sandstone, the writer vas aware of thespparently small difference 
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in grain size that exi~ts throughout the outcrop area of the sandstone. 

In order to detect even the slid htest var1ation in grain size it seemed 

necessary to disaggregate the grains as completely as possible. For 

this reason a secondary disaggregation process was undertaken tc increase 

t, he accuracy of the mechanical analysis and thereby to make sms. lier vari- 

ations in grain size more meaningful, The secondary disaggregation also 

helped prepare the grains for petrographic study as will be discussed 

later. 

The secondary disaggregatlon process consisted of placing each 

weighed analytical sample in a 600 millil1ter beaker and covering it with 

200 milliliters of dilute 2, I„ N (1:F) hydrochlcric acid. The sample was 

heated tn the boiling point and allowed to boil gently until the iron 

stain had been completely removed from the grains ~ During the boiling a 

reducing egentz solid oxalic acid, was added to the sample as the superna- 

tent liquid reached a yellow color, This served to reduce the iron from 

the ferric to the 1'errous state, so that it went into solution more readi- 

ly. After the above treatment the grains were free from any surf'icial 

coating and sufficiently disaggregated to pztoceed with the mechanical 

analysis ~ 

Nechanicsl Analysis 

tt I' ~t gll ~Ft, " '-' 
d ~Ft~i. Ilp 

pletit n of the final disaggregation process the beaker was removed from 

the heat and filled w'th tap water, The ssrple was stirred thoroughly 

with a rubber-tipped glass stirring roc and allowed to stand for approxi 

m. tely five minutes after stirring had stopped' According to 'laoellts 
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formula, based on the settling velocities of particles (K~bein and 

Petti)ohn, 1038~ p. 1~1), five minutes is a sufficient time to allow all 
sand-size particles (1/16 to 2. 8 ran) to settle to the bottom of the beaker. 

After five minutes +he liquid was . . 'scanted fror. the beaker into a fmmel 

lined with a +ared f'lter paper~ and the beaker was rei'iliad with tap 

water and stirred again. This process was repen+ed until there was nc 

trace of acidity in . , he beaker and the water wao completely free of sus- 

pended matter ai'ter standing for five rinutes, Mhen thin stage was 

reached, distilled water was u, ed instead of tap water nnd 'he process of 
stirring and decanting was repeated three times. 

The sample was then placed in an oven to dry at a temperature 

oi' less than 100 0, . he filter paper containing the silt and clay par- 

ticles was also placed in the oven to dry. 

51 . A~1 f C~d~t' . Th p t, Cth Wytf 

sample containing sand-size particles (1/16 +o 2, 0 mm), after having been 

completely dried and allowed to cool in a desicator~ was weighed to the 

nearest, 0. 01 grsm. This i'raction oi' the sample was placed in a nest of 
11 U. S. &tandard mesh screens and a pan. The exact size of the screen 

openings and the corresponding phi values anc Wentworth & rades s, re presented 

in Table 1 ~ 

A Tyler Ro-Tap machine equipped with a tmer was used to shake 

the sample in the nest, of screens for 20 minutes. The contents of each 

screen anc the pan were removed and weighed. The weight was recorded and 

the screen contents were retaineo for the petrographic study, 
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Table 1: Size of' Openings in, creen" Used in This Study 
With Corresponding Wentworth Grades and Phi Values 

U. S. Standard Screen Opening Phi Value (g Wentworth Grade 
Sieve No. (in mm, ) log2 of opening) (of material retained) 

10 

25 

45 

60 

170 

. "«00 

1, 41 

0. 71 

0 35 

0, 250 

0. 177 

0 125 

0. 088 

0. 062 

-1 ' 0 

-0. 5 

0 ~ 5 

1 ~ 0 

2 ' 0 

2 ~ 5 

3. 0 

3. 5 

Granule 

Very Coarse Sand 

Very Coarse Sand 

Coarse Sand 

Coarse Sand 

Yedium Sand 

Medium Sand 

Fine Sand 

Fine Sand 

Very Fine Sand 

Very Fine Sand 

Silt-«~1 A &~1 ~B ~ttli 7~1~11««. «« lit 

clay fraction retained on the filter paper from the separation process was 

weighed and the weight was added to the weight of material that had been 

caught in the pan during the sieve analysis. This weight, represented 

the total weight of the silt-clay fraction. 

It was decided that unless the total weight of the silt-clay 

frac . ion equaled or exceeded 10 percent of t' he total weight of the sample 

a silt-clay analysis would not be requ' red Three samples& 1 7« 5 4« and 

6-1« contained over 10 percent by weight cf silt-clay size particles. The 

ten percent liz it was chosen because 10 and 90 percent of the sample by 

weight are the minimum and maximus percent values needed to deters. ine the 

sedimentary parameters used in this study, 
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The sil+~clay analysis was based on the settling velocit1es of 

different sised particles in a i'luid medium. The numerous theories and 

methods pertaining to this type nf analysis are thoroughly discussed by 

Krumbein and Petti]ohn (1938, p. 14?-176) ~ In this study the silt»clay 

fraction was put in a 1/V)0 ml. graduated cylinder snd completely dispersed. 

A 0, 1 gram sample ni' . iium lignosulfonate, known industrially as Mara- 

sperse N, was added to prevent rloculation. At calculated time intervals 

based on Wadell's sedimentation formula (Krumbei. n and Pettijohn, 1938, 

p. 1&4-10g) a hydro meter calculated to read grams per liter of material 

in suspension was inserted in the cylinder and a reading was taken. The 

procedure enabled the writer to determine the di. stribution of silt-clay 
since by weight, 

Mineralogical Analysis 

~lt . ' ~. 'Zh, . pl o h ti 
were chosen to be analysed, The first sample above the Lion kountain- 

Melge contact~ the first sample below the welge-Morgan Creek contact& and 

an arbitrarily selected sample from the middle pa t, of the beige section 

were chosen -"or analysis. The writez believes that this plan of "arple 

selection provides a setter opportunity to detect vertical variation with- 

in the section than does mixing o " several samples together and making one 

analysis of a composite sample. Any significant variation in mineralogi- 

cal composition could be located within narrow vertical limits simply by 

analysing additional samples between any two samples that ") ow the vari- 

tion. Intermediate samples were analysed at sections ". , 1» 5~ and 6, 
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P~t& . T. &;& . *d & & 
' &, &&ag 

petrographic study consists of inst thoroughly cleaning the sar&pie and 

removing all coatings, especially iron oxides, "ron , he:-rains. This may 

apply s'ther to the en"ire . "ample or to oertairr siss fractions onlyr de 

pending cn the natar e of the study. The seconds»y dicaggrcgation process 

used in thin study~ and& siready describedr served s dual purpose in that 

it not only completely disag;-negated +l. e grains but it also sufficiently 

cleaned the grains that they coul&i be studied petrographically without 

urther preparation. 

Fach sample, elected for petro»raphic study was separated into 

tw& fractions based or. the specific gravity nf the grains con, tituting 

that particular sample, This separation is « am&only known as a "heavy 

mineral" separation. ?&ost of the grains in every sample were quarts grains 

wl'. ich have a specific gravity & f 2. 66. By placing the sample in a funnel 

filled with bromoform (CHBr3~ specific gravity 2, 87) the quarts grains 

and grains of any other r. ineral with a specific gravity less than that 

of bromoform were separated fror. those grains that had a "r. ecific gravity 

greater than that of bromoform. Tl". e grains that sink to the bottom are 

refer'red tr ss the heavy mineral fraction and +hose that float belong to 

the light mineral fraction. 

The entire sand-siss portior. of the sample was ;eparated so that 

the weight of hcavy. minerals could be deterr ined. The 0. 088 to 0 ' 177 

millimeter siss fractions are better s«ited for petrographic study than 

others so the sample was separated into three part. " as follower the 0, 088 

to 0. 125 millimeter fraction; the 0. 125 +to 0, 177 millimeter fraction; and 



all remaining material of the sand-sised portion of the sample. The 

heavy and light fractions from each separation were saved for i&etrographls 

study, 

The Iweight of the heavy mineral f'raction from each of the 

three separations was rletermined and then added to get the total weight 

of heavy minerals in s. particular sample. The percent of heavy minerals 

was obtained by dividing +he weight of' the sample into the total weight 

of heavy minerals in that sample and mtultiplyinr the quotient by 100 ' 
4 magnet was passed over the heavy fraction from every sar, pie 

to separate any r agnetite that might be present fror the other heavy r iner- 

als. No magnetite was found in any o. the samples. 

N~tt . F t ltd I' th h ~ t M I th O. OIIB 

to 0. 125 mm. and 0 ~ 125 tc 0. 177 mm. f'ractions were made from each sample 

for which a heavy mineral separation was sade a* sections 1» 2, 4» 6 ~ B ~ 

and 10. These sections were selected because of their distribution with- 

in the area of' study. The heavy mineral rac+icns were split using the 

alternate quarter method until only the number of grains desirable for 

making a slide remained. The alternate quarter method involves fleeing 

the heavy cinerals on a piece of paper and quartering the pile; then re- 

jecting two alternate quar+ere and mmbinfng the rer. sining alternate 

quarters and repeating the process on the corIbined quarters until the de- 

, ired number of grains remain, 

The grains -I»ere sprinkled on a slide containing rdelted aroclor 

4465 ( n=1, 66) cnd evenlt distributed by stirring the r ixture gently with a 

plin poir. t. The slide was allowed tn rer. ain on the ho+ plate after it had 

been stirred until all air bubbles had been expelled. It wss then re»Boved 
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i'rom the heat and a cover glass placed over the grains and pressed into 

position, 

A portion of the light mineral fraction of the samples from the 

highest and lowest stratigraphic position at, every section was used to 

make a temporary light mineral slide. A mixture of clove oil and bromo- 

bensens (nml 53) was used as the mounting medium, 

M~ iddInt, f~ati R. The minerals on each heavy and light 

mineral slide were identified with a petrographic microscope. A count 

of 300 or more grains per slide was made to determine the frequency of 

occurrence for each mineral species. Systematic traverses were made 

across the slide with the aid of a mechanical stage so that the grains 

identified snd counted were not selected at random. 

A distinction was made between the opaque grains on the basis 

of color in reflected light. The opaque grains were designated either 

as brown opaque or black opaque when count, ing the frequency' of occurrence. 

A thin section was prepared from each of five samples, selected 

because they were characteristic of the five lithologic changes noted in 

the We3. ge sandstone. These were studied with a petrographic microscope 

in an attempt to obtain more information about, the nature of the cementing 

material and ths overgrowths on the quarts grains than could be obtained 

by examination of hand specimens. 

Roundness 

Roundness is a measure of the extent to which ths perimeter of a 

fragment has been rounded. It is therefore independent, of the shape of 

ths fragment and is an index of the textural maturity of a sediment 
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(Pettifohn~ 1957; Folk~ 1951) ~ Roundness values were detemined for a 

sample from the middle portion of each section of Welge sandstone. A 

roundnsss determination was not made i' or each sample because the presence 

of secondary quarts overgrowths on a great many of the grains prevented 

obtaining accurate values within significant reproducible limits, 

The method of roundness determination described by Powers (1953) 

could not be used as a distinction between the original grain and the 

secondary overgrowth cannot be made by viewing the grains in reflected 

light with a binocular microscope. The grains appear to be more angular 

in reflected light than they really are because of the quarts overgrowths, 

An experimental error would be introduced if only those grains that do 

not show overgrowths were chosen for roundness determination by the Powers 

method. By mounting the grains in a high index liquid~ alphamonobromo- 

napthalene plus methylene iodide (n=l 66 I 32 C)~ and observing them in 

plane polarised transmitted light~ it was possible to make some distinc- 

tion between the primary grain and the secondary overgrowth. 

The 0, 250 to 0 ' 35 millimeter sire fraction (2, 0 to 1 ' 5 phi) was 

chosen for the roundness analysis because it was the most abundant grain 

site of Welge sandstone samples collected f' or this study. The outlines 

of the original grains were compared with standard grain silhouettes (Krum- 

bein, 1941) having roundness values in arithmetic progression from 0, 1 to 

0. 9. Krumbein did not divide the roundness values into descriptive classes 

as Powers did so it was necessary to employ the roundness grades desig- 

nated b» Powers and shown in Table 2 ~ 



Table 2t Roundness Grades (after Powers& 1953). 
Roundness Desi tion Class Interval 

Very Angular 

Angular 

Subangular 

Subrounded 

Rounded 

Mell Rounded 

0, 12 - Oo17 

0+17 - 0+25 

0, 25 0, 35 

Oe35 Oo49 

Oe49 - 0, 70 

0. 70 - 1, 00 

Determinations were made on 50 grains from each sample. The 

average roundness for each sample and for all samples was calculated by 

the formulas 

where' 

Ra is average roundness. 

R I t o n i s t h e r o u n d n e s s vs u e o f e a c h o f t h e g ra i n s 

on which a determination is made. 

R is the total number of grains for which 

roundness is determined. 

Real and Sheppard (1956) found the results of mundness deter- 

minations by the Powers and Krumbein methods to be comparable, 

I-ray Diffraction of' Glauconite 

A part of field sample 9-7 was placed in very dilute 1 ' 5 N (1&8) 

hydrochloric acic and all calcareous material was slowly' digested, After 



this treatment, the sample vas thoroughly washed with distilled water 

and dried at a temperature less than 100 degrees Centigrade, The glau- 

conite was separated from quarts and other non-magnstic parts of the sam- 

ple vith a Franz Isodynamic Separator. Glauconites being moderately mag- 

netic, vas retained on the separator vhile quartz and other material 

passed through the magnetic field into a container, Dim1nishing the cur 

rent into the separator caused the electromagnet to release the glauconite 

and it was caught 1n a separate container, The glaucon1te was separated 

several times after the initial separation in an attempt to remove all 

non-glauconitic material, 

An examination of the glauconite with a binocular microscope 

shoved that s. ma]ority of the larger grains contained limon1te in crevices 

of' the 

grained' 

The smaller grains appeared to be less contaminated. For 

this reason the glauconite was sieved and the fraction smaller than 0, 125 

millimeter was taken for x-ray diffraction. 

Approximately two grams of glauconite were ground into a very 

fine powder in a Diamoni*e mortar. Part of the powder was packed intc a 

bakelite well-slide and a random-povder d1ffractogram was made using a 

General Electric XHD-5 x-ray machine. 

The remaining povder vas placed in distilled water and centri- 

fuged until only clay-size particles remained in suspension, An oriented 

slide nf glauconite was prepared by placing some of the suspended clay- 

size glauconite on a glass slide and allowing it to settle. A diffracto- 

gram of the oriented slide vas also made, 
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SFDIMFNTARY PARAMFf FRS 

The data obtained in the sieve analyses were used to obtain 

parameters with which the textural properties of the samples from the 

Welge sandstone could be compared. 

The weight of material retained on each screen was oonverted to 

percent by weight of the total sample weighed. This was accomplished by 

dividing the weight of a screen's contents by the total weight of the 

sample sieved and multiplying the quotient by 100e 

Median Diameter 

The percent by weight of all fractions in a sample was added 

beginning with the coarsest fraction. These results were plotted on 

arithmetic graph paper as cumulative frequency curves with cumulative 

percent as the dependent variable plotted along the ordinate axis and 

grain diameters in phi values as the independent variable plotted along 

the abscissa. The median diameter, Md P~ was defined by Krumbein and 

Petti]ohn (1q38» p, 229) as "that diameter which is larger than 50 per- 

cent of the diameters in the distribution and smaller than the other 50 

percent, " The median diameter is determined bv reaoing the phi value 

oorresponding to the point where the cumulative curve intersects the 50 

percent, line, 

Quartile Deviation 

Quartilo deviation is a measure that expresses the spread of 

diameters on either sids of the median diameter, It is therefore an ex- 

pression of the sorting of a. sample. 
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Quartile deviation is calculated by the formulat 

&~~i 
2 

where: 

Qljf is the diameter in phi (P) units that is larger 

than 75 percent of the diameters in the sample snd 

smaller than 25 percent of the diameters. 

Q3))( is the diameter in phi (gl) units that is larger 

than ?5 percent of the diameters in the sample and 

smaller than 75 percent of the diameters. 

The sorting coefi'icient (So) oi' Trask may be calculated from 

quartile deviation by the equations 

log~0 So logi0 2 x Qg = 0. 301 x Qg, 

Trask ( 1930), who first introduced the use of quartile measures 

in sedimentary datas stated that s value of sorting (So) less than 2. 5 

indicated a well-sorted sediment, 

Quartile Skewness 

The parameter that expresses the deviation ci' the mean of the 

first and third quartiles (Qlgl~ Q3$) from the median {~) is called 

quartile skewness (Skg) and is calculated b! the equation& 

where Q1$, Q3$~ and Y~ have the values already defined, 
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K value of 0 for Skg indicates that the grain siss distribu- 

tion in phi units is symmetrical about the median as far away as the i'irst 

and thirc quartiles. K negative value for Skqgl indicates that the grain 

vise distribution in phi uni+s is asymmetrical~ with the mean of the 

quartiles being coarser than the median value, Conversely' a positive value 

for SkqP indicates asymmetry toward the finer side of the curve, 

Quartile Kurtosis 

kccording to Krumbein and Pettijohn (1938, p. 238), kurtosis 

is a measure of the degree of peakedness of a curve, Peakedness as used 

by Krunbein and Petti]ohn is a comparison of the spread of the central 

portion of a distribution to the entire spread of the distribution. In 

this study the ratio of the quartile deviation to the spread of the cumu- 

lative curve between the tenth and ninetieth percentiles is used as 

quartile kurtosis (KQ). 

Kurtosis is determined by the forunQa: 

Q3$ - Q1/lf 

2 

P90 - P10 

wheret 

P&, - is the diameter in phi units that is finer than 90 

90 percent of the diameters in a sample and coarser 

than the other 10 percert„ 

P10 i, the diameter in phi units that is finer than 

10 percent of +he diameters in a sample and coarser 

than the other 90 percent. 
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Ls defined above, kurtosis values will decrease with increas- 

ing peakedness. However~ it is possible mathematically to decrease the 

value of kurtosis without the peakedness increasing, 



PRFSFNTATION Aif&'. DL9CUSS ION OF TrFiiJHAL DATA 

Oeneral Statement 

The textural and mineralogical data obtalmdby she analy'ses of 
the seventy-six samples of Welge sandstone are presented on the follow- 

ing pages in several figures and tables. For the reader who is not 

fami. liar with the popular phi notation adhered to by most sedimentolo- 

gists today~ the sedimentary parameter values appearing on the charts and 

graphs may be misleading. A phi (P) value is defined as the negative 

logarithm~ to the base 2~ of any grain diameter, The phi notation was 

devised so that~ and is popular becausee grain diameters in Wentworth 

grades may be graphically illustrated more conveniently on an arithmetic 

scale, The phi value for each Wentworth grade used in this study is shown 

in Table 1, In the following discussion it should be remembered that as 

the phi value increases the actual grain diameter decreases and conversely. 

Several methods of presenting data are used to illustrate and 

compare textural diff'erences in the Welge sandstone, Cumulative curves 

and histograms are used to show the percent distribution of a parameter, 

Parameter-variation graphs (Krumbein~ 1939, p. 588) are useful for showing 

the linear variation of related data. Another method is to combine all 
the values cf a particular parameter for each ection ano determine the 

average value such as would have been obtaineo if a composite sample had 

been collected. Average data are useful for making areal comparisons of 
data by reans of isopleth maps. Still another s ethod of data presenta- 

tion is ths scatter diagram~ which is s, graphic comparison of the same 

two pares;eters of a large set of ssrples plotted on rectangular coordinates, 



A plot on triangular coordinates is used to show the percentage range of 

three variables, the total of whioh must equal 100 percent. 

Grain Size Distribution 

The results oi' the sieve analyses are presented in Appendix A. 

The stratigraphic position and the percent by weight of material in each 

of the half phi grades is shown for each sample. It can readily be seen 

from an inspection of Appendix A that most of the detrital grains of 

Velge sandstone are in the medium sand-size (1. 0 to 2. 0 P) fraction. Only 

samples from sections 10, 6, and 4 had a median diameter in the fine sand 

fraction (2 ' 0 to 3. 0 g) ~ 

Oumu3stive e rver werc drawn for ~ach ca~le as a L, raphic means 

of showing grain si. e distribution. The individual curves of all samples 

at each section were placed on one set of coordinates and the maximum and 

minimum limits trace. ' and shaded to show the amount of variability. The 

results are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows& in addition to the range 

of cumulative curves, an unshaded area on sech set of coordinates that 

is the average cumulative curve for each section from the tenth to the 

ninetieth percentile. Section 7 exhibits the least grain size variabili- 

ty, as shown in Figure 3, with a range of median diameters (Wgl) from 1. &0 

to 1. 65 phi. Section 10 exhibits the largest grain si:e variation with a 

range of median diameters from 0. 75 to 2. 81 phi. This large variation is 

caused by the presence of a bed oontaining granule-size material at the 

base of section 10. In general the cumulative curves are characterized 

by a steepness of the central part of the curve which reflects the high 

peroent by weight of material in a small range of phi values' It can be 
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seen& especially in the average curves» that the . ize distributions are 

all ne«rip the some iind that, +he range 1n grain sixe i- smail. This is 

interpreted as an indication that . . imilar energy con&iitions existed over 

«vide. area during the t1me of Melge deposition. 

The total insoluble portion of each sample of»Ielge sandstone 

vas divided into three component fr«ctions as ollows: coarse traction» 

le . ", than 'I 
~ 0 phi; r:. edium fractici. » 1, 0 to . i, 0 p?;i; and fine fraction» 

greater than 2, 0 phi. T?ie uv oi the percent by weight of these three 

frac+ions is 100 percent by weight of the insoluble part of a sample. 

These data were plott. d cn trian;"ular coordinates arid are presented as 

pi& are 4. The area cutlined shows the total range of grain size distri. - 
bution as percent by weight of each of the +hree above described groups, 

This figure is presented to show' the homogeneity of the Melge sandstone 

both «really and veztically. Sixty-three (83 percent) of the seventy-six 

sai, plea are plotted within t?ie main body of the outline and are characterized 

by 40 to 65 percent oe medium sand, '»Iithin this part of the outline there 

is no relationship between percent of coarse, iiedium» and fine material 

and seotion locali+y or stratigraphic position. The plots of eleven sam- 

ples fall in the tail portion of the outline. These samples are predomi- 

nantly froz. sections I' and 10 and ere character1zed by more than 40 per- 

cent o " material in the fine (gre«ter than 2. 0 I?I) fraction an' less than 

40 percent in the medium-sand fraction. Two samples, 10-1 «nd 10-2» con- 

tain greater than 55 percent coarse material, an anomalously large per- 

centage» and are therefore represented in Figure 4 by the small isolated 

outline toward the coarse corner o' the triangles 
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In order 'o show the vertical variation of grain size a plot 

of median diameter (Md)) and stratigraphic position was rade for each sec- 

tion. Tncse parameter-variation graphs are presented as Fipze 5. The 

grsp!. s exhibit, a fluctuation of grain size from the base to the top cf' the 

sec" 1ons» indicating either that the Welge sea vas characterized by os- 

c1llations of sea level or that there were repeated uplifts in +he s» urea 

area. In every section, except 10» »»» and 4» the »luctuation of median 

diameter is vithin the grade range of' medium sand (1 0 to 2. Q p)» thereby 

signifying that the oscillations or uplifts were relatively minor. If 

the Wel. ge sandstone is a multicycle deposit, as it seems to be, the verti- 

cal grain-size fluctuations were most likelv caused by oscil a+iona of sea 

level and the charges o. wave and current energy produced by such oscilla- 

tions. However, if it is a f. 'irst-cycle deposit» the grain-s1ze fluctua- 

t, iona would probably be a reflection of tectonic instability in the source 

area during the tire of Welge deposition. The wr!ter believes the grain- 

sizo fluctuations to have been caused by oscil' at1on of sea level. 

k correlative character!stic is noted at each section where the 

disconfcrD:ity between the Lion . 'lountain and Welge sandstones 1s observable 

( 1 to 6» 1 0» and possibly 7) ~ Above +he basal 2 to 3 feet of Welge sand- 

stone the grain size 'begins to decrease and in most cases decreases in a 

short . trutigra, hic 1n+erval to the minimum grain sire f' or the entire sec- 

tion. The vertical decrease ir grain size 1, typical of a transgressive 

sea. Daugherty (1959, p. 19) noted that the grain size of the underlying 

Li. on . '&ountain sandstone is coarsest at the top of the unit. The presence 

of 2 to 3 feet of coarser material before the Wclge begins to decrease in 

grains size suggests that the Welge sea reworked the upper Lion Mountain 
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, . ediments as it transgressed . he exposed surface snd incorporated some 

Lion Mountain grains in +he bass' beds of the Welge. The fact, that the 

grain iss of the W lg uoes not «nntinue to decrease . o ths top of the 

section indicatess as has been noted~ +he probable oscillatory nature of 

sea level of the Wslgs sea, 

The graph of;ection 6 in Figure «q does not show the vert1cal 

grain-siss fluctua+ion= that exi t at, other sections. After the initial 

decrease in median diameter, the grain siss increases uniiorrky to near 

tbe +top of the section. Thiss along with the unusually small median diame- 

ters recorded for . -:ection 6s is interpreted ss indicating tha the Welge 

sea was deeper and farther from a source area in the present Cherokee area 

than in areas to the west. and southwest After the Welge sea had trans 

greased the area leaving the initially coarse deposit, fine sand-size 

material was the predominant sediment sise deposited. The increased water 

depth was sufficisn+ to permit +he continued deposition of fine sand-siss 

material even during ths oscillations of sea level recorded in other 

sections. 

The average median diameter in phi units (NdaI(() for each section 

was determined to simulate the median diameter (NQ) that would have been 

obtained if a composite sar pie had been collec+ed. The results are pre- 

, ented in Figures 6 ano 7 in tho form of isopleth maps of average median 

diameter for +, he W« lpe sandstone 1n the Central Nineral regis n. :he values 

shown in F'gure 6 were determined by averaging the median diameters (Nd)(() 

of all samples at each section. The values shown in Figure 7 are different 

fror those shown in Figure 6 because only those samples that were collected 
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above the basal beds containing coarse, reworked Lien Mountain grains 

were u ed tc determine the average rodian dia". , stere (Md') olotted on 

Fi'urr 7. The two methods are both used and oresented because one 

(Figure o) has the advantage of being unbiased and represents the actual 

average . . edian diameter of tho Velge sandstone, and the other (F'. igure 7) 

is interpretive, but desiraM e, bees&as it, presumsb)y does not include 

in the average any grains that were derived from the immediately underly- 

ing upper Lion Mountain sandstone. 

Figure 8 shows the median diam~ters of the grains 1n the top 

two feet of the Nelge sandstone st each section and is presented to point 

out the similarity between the average median diameter and the med1an di- 

e. ". ster of the upper Welge, Fuch control point on the maps represents the 

location of one of the sections sampled. 

The writer is aware that only 10 control points for an area oi' 

approximately 4000 square miles do no+, pro~de the degree of resolution 

*ha+ is desirable for this type nf graphic presentation. Before discuss 

ing the oossibl» causes for the Nelge grain-size distribution the writer 

wishes rr emphasize that +here is not sufficient variation of the small 

amount of available data to make dogmatic statements concerning the di 

rection of the source ares an ' the position of the s trand line, Howevers 

as one o the obJ'ectives nf this study is an interpretation of' the di 

ection of the source area dur'ng ths time of Velge deposition, end be- 

oause the only analytical data pei+inent to the subjec* are contain"d in 

this reports Fio urea 6p 7p and g ars presented as plausible interpretations. 

It is hoped that the implication of the interpretations may stimulate in- 

terest 1' or further study of the sedimentological problems of the 'Jpper Cam» 

brian rocks of the Central Nineral region, 



Pettijohn (1957, p. 607) stated that~ in general~ grain siss 

tends to coarsen toward the source area. The mos+, general direction of 

increasing grain size, as shown in Figures 6e 7~ and 8~ is i'ros east to 

west~ thus indicating a source area west of the p esent Llano region. 

This inference is basec largely on the occurrence of the two sections with 

the smallest median diameter (6 and 10} on the eastern side of the area, 

The writer believes that the lack of control and the relative- 

ly small variation in grain cise between most sections does not justify 

a more specific direction of source area~ however, several possibilities 

are suggested and will be discussed. 

Barnes (1956~ o. 8-9) concluded that the source area of the 

Welge sandstone was northwest of the Central Mineral region. This con- 

clusion was based on the i'act that, the sandstone unit thine toward the 

southeast, In another statement he (Barnes~ 1956~ p. R) was less specific 

when he said, "much of the sand~ especially in the upper part of the Hickory 

and higher, is thought1n have been derived from the north~ northwest~ or 

west. " The values shown for sectior. 10~ the most, southeasterly section 

sar pled for this study, are in every instance (Fi~res 6~ 7, and 8) indica- 

tive of a finer grain sire than those shown for section 2 and 3 to the 

northwest, thus supporting Barnes' statement that terrigencus material was 

derived from a source area to the northwest. 

section 6 is also typically a fine-grain section and its loca- 

tion in the north' part, of *he area makes it difficult to postulate a 

northern source area. Instead the isopleth lines honoring this point 

trend northwest-southeast' suggesting a west, or "outhwest source, With- 

in the area of "tudy i+ seems likely that the sea floor ;loped upward to 



the west or slightly south of west as indicated by the isopleth lines in 

Fitures 6~ 7, and g ~ It was pointed out that, 1n Figure 5 the graph of 
median diameter (Ndjjj) at section 6 does not show the fluctuating changes 

in gra1n size that are characteristic of the other sections. Instead, it 
shows a gradual increase in grain sise from, just above the base oi' the 

section to near the top, It, was postulated that this might be due to in- 
creased water depth in the vicinity, in which case the suz'face of depo- 

sztion was below the base of strongly agitated water even during the fre- 
quent oscillations recorded elsewhere, 

Referring again to Figures 6s 7~ and 8, a northeast trending 

nose involving sections 5, 2, and 7 can be seen in each of the interpre- 
tations. This, although interpretive~ further suggests sediment 1nflux 

from the southwest. The only other evidence supporting this suggestion 

lies outside the area of study. The Forest. Oil Corzzoration~ No. 1 Stapp 

well dz'illed in southeastern Kimbell County encountered a section com- 

posed entirely of coarse-grained Welge sandstone (Barnes + +, 1959& 

Plate 3). 
By comparing Figures 6 and 7 with Figure g~ it may' be noted that 

the uppermost part of the Wslge at section g is coarser than the average 

size at that locality. This suggests either that the area was nearer to 
the strand line when the upper beds were deposited than it had been during 

most of the tire of Welge deposition or that there was an influx of coarse 

material from the northwest. 

Sections 8 an. 3 9 appear to be coarser grained than would be ex- 

pected from their locat1on in the eastern part of. the azea. No definite 
explanation foz thi. , 1'act can oe accepted even by combining mineralogical 
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and roundness data with grain sise data. Three possible explanations are 

suggested. 

Hills of Precarrbrian rock that extended above the Upper Csvbrian 

depositional surface and were in some instances islands in the Upper Cam- 

brian seas are known to have existed in the Llano uplii't area. Barnes 

(1956) described a buried granite hill located less than 0, 5 mile north- 

east cf section 9, There 1s good evidence that the hill was not covered 

by sediments until after the end of Melge sandstone deposition because 

"locally derived microcline cleavage fragments occur in the basal few feat 

of Morgan Creek limestone on the eastern side of the dome" (Barnes~ 1956, 

p. 16). Bsrnes further stated that~ "the decomposing granite supplied 

coarse microcline and quarts grains to the sediments immed1ately adJacent 

to the done, but these fragments did not move far. For example, along the 

eastern edge of the granite outcrop near the highest point on the dome, 

the Melge sandstone is very feldspathic; and where the Lion Mountain rests 

on the granite it is scarcely identif1able because of the coarse feldspar 

and quarts which it contains, On the opposite side of' the dome and only 

300 yards away~ Cap Mountain limestone~ highl! feldspathic in its basal 

few feet, is overlain by Lion Mountain sandstone followeo by Welge sand- 

stone, both of which are entirely normal in appearance and free from lo- 

cally derived detritus" (Barnes, 1956, p. 16), 

Roundness and mineralogical data which will be pre. -ented in 

forthcoming chapters tend to support Barnes' belief that clastics derived 

from the granite bill were not transported far from the hill. It is possi- 

ble~ however~ because of its proximity, that the gran1te hill is responsi- 

ble for the coarsen1ng at sections g and & as a result of some locally 

derived clastics being mixed with those from a more distant source, 
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Another possible and rertainly plausible explanation is that 

the hill obstructed normal currents and caused secondary currents which 

had a tendency to scour in some places and deposit in others. These 

local currents would have prevented the deposition of' much of the fins 

sizes that would normally have beer. deposited and thus imparted to the 

section an overall grain size that was coarser than normal. 

Nct to be denied is the possibility of a source area northeast 

of' the Central Mineral region, The interpretations shovn in Ffgures 6& '/, 

and 8, were not made to shov a northeastern source area mainly because 

there is no other evidsnra suggesting such a source area, The fact that 

the Welge sandstone is calcareous in sections g and 9 suggests that this 

area was at a lover elevation and was covered by deeper, less agitated 

waters farther f'rom shoreline, than those sections to the west which are 

non-calcareous. 

Figure Q i. s an isopleth map showing the average percent by weight 

of the silt-clay fraction at. each of' the sections. It is noted that there 

is a general increase tovard the east 1n the average silt-clay content 

of' the Welgs sandstone. This further suggests a western source area. 

bns vould expect to find the least amount of silt-clay size matar1al near 

the shore of' an open platf'orm sea, Tha winnowing sf'fact of vsve action 

presumably separated ths line material from sandy material. As a result, 

the silt-olay material vas transported avar f'ron the sr urea area and the 

shoreline. The extent to which it would be removed~ of course, depends 

on the energy imparted to the vaves and the effectiveness of currents. 

In the pracesdinp oiscussion of textural data a possible sou~ca 

direction or source area was mentioned in several places~ yet no mention 
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was made of the nature of' the source area. This discussion will be re- 

served for the chapter in which the mineralogical data are discussed. 

The writer would like to state here that textural data such as have been 

presented are useful for determining either the direction of the source 

area or the position of the strand line regardless of the nature of the 

source. That is~ if all oi' the terrigenous material of the Welge sand- 

stone was derived from the land, carried to the sea, and distributed and 

deposited by the sea, then the source could be located by analyses of tex- 

tural data. Ifz however, the Melge sediments were derived from a pz'e- 

existing deposit that, was transgressed and redistributed by the Melge seas, 

then the original source area cannot be located geographically. In the 

event that the latter of' the two possibilities actually occurredz it may 

be possible to locate the strand line by means of textural data, and with 

this information it is possible to predict a general source direction of 

any i'irst-cycle terrigsnous material that is found in the deposit, 

The homogeneity of grain siss in the Melge seems to suggest 

that the ses in which it was deposi. ted transgressed rapidly and then oscil- 

lated slightly, but maintained almost constant energy conditions for the 

remainder of the time of deposition of the Welge member, Ls the sea trans- 

gressedz most, material finer than the maximum siss that could be trans- 

ported az, a specified time was carried away 'rom the shoze in the same way 

as described for the silt-clay zraction. Thus, in a stable az'ea where 

energy conditions are relatively constantz a well-sorted deposit such as 

the Melge would be expected. The relative direction of the shoreline can 

be ascertained by noting that the coarsest deposits would tend to be nearer 

shore where water was presumably more strongly agitated. The widespread 



homogeneity of the Welge indicates stabilitv in that there were pre". . !z&. a- 
bly nearly constant water depths over the platform on which the Welge was 

deposited. 

Parameter Variation 

The statistical parameters calculated for the grain size distri- 
bution of each sample oi' Velgs sandstone are presented in Appendix B. 
An exarination of Appendix B indicates that the range of sorting coef- 
ficients (So) 1s between 1. 19 and 1. 9B. A value of So less than 2. 5 in- 
dicates a well-sorted sediment according to Trask (1930), who first in- 
troduced the measure. The Melge sa!!dstone is everywhere typicallv a well- 
sorted sedimentary rock unit. Purther inspection of Appendix B shows that 
there 1!, no uniform increase or decrease in sorting either areally or 
vertically. The rinor variation of the sorting coefficients (So) occurring 
in a non-uniforn nature through the gelfe sections suggests a possible 
oscillatory nature of the Welge sea under uniform energy conditions. 

Ths scatter diagram in Figu'e 10 shows the distribution of plots 
of !radian diameter (i%/) and quartile deviation (QQ) on rectangular co- 
ordinates. No trend is observable from the plots so it seems that there 

is no linear ar1thmetic relationship between grain size and sorting in the 
'delge sandstone. The relationship between quartile deviation (QQ) and 

sorting coefficient (So) has been described on page 30. Both parsreters 
socpres~ the spread of the distribution and are therei'ore indices of sort- 
ing. The lack cf an observable relationship between grain size and sort- 
ing may be in part explained by the fact that the Velge is typically a 
well-sorted, medium-;"rained sandstone. A relationship night exist if there 
were a larger variation of both sorting and grain size. 
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gkewness and quartile deviation values of the 'vlslge sandstone 

are plotted in the scatter diagram shown in Figure O'I. A relationship 

between +hese +wo parameters is suggested by the fact ths. t quartile de- 

viation increases as skewness increases in either a positive or negative 

direcX, iou. This xslationship is wi, tho!xt geologic significance because 

't is due to +he attributes being measured, 

gkewness ic s rzeasure of the asymmetry oi the grain size dis 

tribution and quartile davis+ion is a measure of the spread of the grain- 

size distribution. If samples from a single well-soz ted unit are analyzed, 

any asymmetri may tend to increase the spread of the distribution. This 

rela+ionsnip is suggested in Figure 11 ' 

Positive skewness prevails fox' the Melge andstone. It can be 

seen in Figure 11 that five percent (4 samples) of the grain-size distri- 

butions are symmetrical between the first and third quartile measures be- 

cause the sar!plea have c. 0 skewness value, Of the remaining skewness 

values, 73 percent are positive and 22 percent ax'e negative. Positive 

skewness indicates that +he grains coarser than the median size are grouped 

more closeli cbou+, tne median than are the sizes finer than the x edian~ 

or simply that $1) 's closer to Md/ +ban $3/. Likewise a negative skew- 

ness also indicates that (3gl io closer to Yule than is ')1P, 

Roundness 

Roundness data for the ten samples scaly. ed are recorded in 

Table 3. The range iri average roundness is from XX. 54 for sample 9-6 to 

0 64 for sample 1-6. A roundness determination wa, r ade on one of the 

original ten sample". (7-5) one week after the resul =- listed in Table 3 



Table 3: Roundness Values of the iielge Sandstone. 

Section Sample Strat. Position Average Grade Secondary 
(feet above base) Roundness Overgro~&hs" 

'10 

20 

10 

0, 64 

58 

0 61 

5A 

0. 63 

0, 60 

0. 56 

0 56 

Rounded 

Hounded 

Rounded 

Rounded 

Rounded 

Hc unded 

Rounded 

Rounoed 

Hounded 

Rounded 

Cornea n 

Cossson 

Hare 

Cosmon 

Comrr on 

Cosxron 

Common )15/ (est, ) 

Rare ~ 1Q (est. ) 

40 

32, 4 

m e 20 o 4 

10 9. 6 

24, 8 
21. 2 

10, 4 

1. 6 

. 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 
Roundness 

FIOURF 12: Hlstogran. of Roundness of 500 drains 
From Ten Sasples of Helge Sandstone, 



were determined to test their reproduc" bility. The redetermined average 

roundnsss value for «ample 2-5 was 0 ~ 52 and the initial value was 0. 58. 

Theref'o e~ the 0 ~ 54 to 0, 6& difference between the ten sarples is probably 

not significant bees!. se variations within a sample due to experimental 

errors or to overgrowths may be this great, 4 column showing the relative 

abuncL«nce of overgrcwths in the samples for which roundnezs was determined 

is included as part of Table 3 to i'urther show the effect oi' the over- 

~ ri wths on roundness determinations ~ The lowest roundness values were 

in general recorded for those samples in which overgrowths were common~ 

thereby suggesting a possible personal bias on the part of the investi- 

gator. In Figure 12 the percent frequency by number oi' grains in each of 

Krumbein's (194. 1) standard roundness grades is shown in histogram form. 

The average roundness of all grains was 0, 60, 

The mo. , t significant statement that can 'be made concerninf the 

roundness of the grains in the Melge sandstone is that they are typically 

rounded; only small percentages of broken frains are present. 4ccord- 

ing to Petti]oh' (1q57~ p. 554-5), "roundness is an index oi' maturitv and 

ss suob should be closely correlated with the o ther indices of maturitv, " 

The three indices of textural maturity as defined by' Folk (1951) includec 

(1) removal of clay~ (2) good sorting oi' the non-clay fraction~ and (3) 

rounning of the grains. It has already been shown in Fi~wre 9 that the 

Melge sandstone contains very little silt-clay size material and all sam- 

ples that were analyzed are well-sorted~ therefore roundness xs correla- 

tive with the other indices of textural maturity. The &Jelge sandstone is 

classified as a supernature sandstone according to Folk's (1951) classi- 

fication of the stages oi' textural maturity. 
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PRFSNNTATIQN ANB 1, LSCUSRION OF Mlitt', RALOGICAL DATA 

Variation in Mineralogical Content 

Heavy minerzl separations were performed on thirty five samples, 

At, each section the samples zrom the lowest and highest stratigraphic 

position plus one or more intezmediate samples were analysed. The heavy 

mineral content as determined from the separations is given as percent 

by weight in Table l+, The average percent by weight of heavy minerals 

for each section is also given in the table. It can be seen that the 

heavy r neral content was less than one percent of the total weight of 

ths insoluble portion of the sample larger than 0. 062 millimeter in every 

instance except, sample 10-1 ~ This sample appeared to con+sin a concen- 

tration of heavy grains. As already pointed outs sample 10-1 had an 

anomalously ooarse median diameter. It may be that the concentration of 

heavy minerals was related to the coarse grain-siss of the sarple. The 

coz. tent of heavy minerelss excluding sample 10-1s varied from 0. 03 per- 

cert. to 0. 90 percent of the weight of the sample. The high degree of 

mineralogical maturity that, is indicated by the low content oi' heavy. 

minerals in the Nelge sandstone may have been caused by derivation of the 

terrigenous sediments zrom a mature sedimentary source or by +ectonic 

stability in a source ares of low relief or by both of these factors. 

Certainly the Nelge sediments have been exposed to climatic conditions 

that favored uhe removal of all unstable ano mstastable minerals. 

There is no observable relationship in the Melge sandstone be- 

tween percent oz' heavy mineral content and geographic position, This 

might be expected if the Nelge is a multicycls deposit. The highest 



Table 4: Percent by Height of Heavy Minerals. 

Section Sample $ Heavy Minerals Section Sample $ Heavy Minerals 

0, 20 

0. 49 

Average 0, 18 

0, 18 

Qo53 0, 23 

Average 0. 41 

0. 17 

0, 32 

0, 24 

Average 

0, 09 

0. 61 

0 ~ 18 

0, 26 

0. 26 

0 48 

Average 

Average 

0, 24 

0. 19 

0. 68 

0, 49 

0, 45 

0 ' 51 

0, 48 0, 74 

Average 0, 41 

0 27 

0. 26 

0 ~ 19 

Average 

0, 90 

0, 72 

0 ~ 14 

0, 61 

Average 

0 ~ 14 

0. 21 

0, "13 10 

Average 

0 ~ 4. 1 

0 39 

0 ' 52 

0, 03 10 

0, 04 

0. 04 

10 

Average 

1, 87 

0, 86 
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percentage of heavy minerals should occur in those sections nearest to 

the source area in ' first cycle depos't. As the sediments are redistribu; 

ted and deposited in succeeding cycles it becomes impossible to determine 

the original sc uroe direction solely from the percent by weight of heavy 

mineral content of the rock unit. 

Zt was observed from a scatter diagram of median diameter and 

percent of heavy minerals plotted on arithmetic graph paper that, no clear 

relationship emisted between these two parameters' The plots of some 

samples suggested that, the percent of heavy minerals increases with in- 

creasing grain size and plots of other sampies showed an alignment that 

suggested that the percent oi' heavy minerals increases as grain size de- 

creases There was no correlation between areal or vertical position of 

any samples ano the heavy mineral-grain size relationships of those sam- 

ples, Thereforez these relationships are probably only ignii'icant in 

that they suggest, that local concentrations of heavy minerals in the Welge 

sandstone are not, uncommon. 

Nineralogy 

The terrigenous heavy mineral suits of the Welge sandstone is 

composed o minerals that, are noted for their mechanical and chemical sta- 

bility. upaques {probably ilmenite), zircon, 3. eucoxene~ and tourmaline 

vers present in all twenty-one slides for which s frequency. -of-occurrence 

determination was made. The opaque minerals normally accounted i' or more 

than 80 percent of the heavy mineral grains, Tourmalihe never occurred 

in abundance but was always present. Rutile anu garnet were present as 

traces {less than one percent) in several slides. Authigenic anatase and 
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lsucoxene are also constituents of the Welge sandstone heavy mineral suits. 
The ximited variety nf stable terrigsnous heavy minerals indicates that 

ths immediate source area was a sedimentary terrene {Tyler~ 1936, p. 82). 
The frequsncv of occurrence of the heavy minerals is tabulated in Table 5 ~ 

quarts is the predominant ight mineral in the Welge sandstone. 

Glauconite and chalcedony are other minerals having a specific gravity 

le „ than 2 86 that are present in varying amounts. Wlauconite in any 

quantity other than an occasional scattered grain was restricted to sam- 

ples collected at sections 7y Ry 9e and 10, It is estimated that glau- 

conite constituted less than five percent, of the light fraction in most 

samples at sections 7 ~ 8, 9, and 10. Two beds at, sections 8 and 9 con- 

tain an abundance of glauconite (estimated 25%) in the compact irregular 

form and may properly be termed glauconitio sandstones ~ Glauconite was 

destroyed when the sample was heated in hydrochlori. c acid to remove the 

iron stains from the 

grained' 

Description of Heavy Minerals 

For puroose of frequency determination the opaque heavy minerals 

were divided into two types, black opacues and brown opaques, on the 

basis of their color in reflected light. It was difficult to make this 

division because all gradations from completely black to completely crown 

opaque" were present, If a grair, possessed an' brown at all it was counted 

r'th the brown opaquss. l. "ost of the black opaques were believed to be 

ilmenite. , They exhibited a shiny bluish-black color in reflected light 

and were not attracted by a magnet that was passed over the grains at, a 

distance of one centimeter. Ilmenite was present as well-rounded grains 



Table 5& Percent Frequency of Occurrence oi' Reavy . 'Iinerals ~ 

Black Brown 
8ample Opaque Opaque Zircon Leucoxene Lnatase Tourmaline Rutile Garnet 

1-8 3 &9 

1-5 8 88 

1-1 89 4 

2-8 1 75 

27 1 85 

2-4 4 89 

21 90 

4-8 12 77 

4-6 5 86 

3 86 

4-1 2 81 

6-7 3 79 

6-6 5 87 

62 2 79 

61 2 78 

8 8 73 21 

84 92 3 

81 90 2 

10-7 25 71 

10-4 74 

101 93 

6 1 

4 Trace 

5 1 

12 

9 2 

3 2 

2 

7 2 

9 

11 4 

16 Trace 

5 2 

6 9 

8 5 

5 1 

Trace 

6 2 

4 l race 

1 1 

3 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

race 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

TI'ace 

:race 

Trace 

Trace" 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

'I'race Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

. race 

Trace Trace 

. ra. e 

Trace = present~ but less than 1$. 
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as shown in Plate 1 (C), and as broken fragments of once well-rounded 

grains. The surfaces af the grains were generally smooth but a 1'ev grains 

had irregular surfaces. The irregular surfacsswere moat commonly noted 

on the brown opaques. 

The brown opaques are thought to be oxid1zcd llmen1te. This 

statement is based on ths suggested relationship between percentage oi' 

authifenic anatase and percentape oi' brown and black opaques, It is shown 

in Table 5 that authigenic anatase vas absent from the samples of Welge 

sandstone in those sections vhere black opaques predominated. Where 

brovn opaques were predominant there was alway's some anatase present in 

the heavy rineral su1te. This suggests to the vr1ter that the opaques 

are all one and the same mineral because both anatase and ilmenite are 
titanium minerals. Gradation from all black tc all brown grains is also 

suggestive that the opaques are some form of ilmenite. Leucoxene, vhioh 

is an alteration product of iimenite, was found in all samples regardless 
of the nature of the opaques. This further suggests that the brown opaques 

are oxidized ilmen1te. It is believed that, the irregular surfaces noted 

above vere due to solution or veathering effects because they were seen 

aln:ost entirely cn the brown opaques. It is not impossible that the brovn 

opacues are oxidized glauconite pellets; however, if this 1s true then 

the variation in the content of ilmenite in some samples would have to be 

explained, It is recognised thct other opaque;;inerals~ excluding magne- 

tite, may have been included vith the ilmenite in some sacples ~ 

Zircon occurs as both spherical and prolate, veil-rounded to 
slightly rounded grains as shown in Plates I (I') and 3 (C). ". he less 
well-rounded grains cosmenly are 1n the form of euhedral prismatic grains. 



The well-rounded grains are more noticeably frosted and pitted than the 

less well-rounded ones. Gradations ln color from colorless to faint pink 

and i'aint brown are present among the sircon grains. Colorless and opaque 

inclusions are common in many of' the, rains, 

Tourmaline grains in the Beige sandstone are characteristically 

well rounded as shown in P'ate 3 (D). Angular fragments of broken 

rounded grains were recognised by a well worn outline on part of an other- 

wise angular grain. In general the grains were too well worn to show a 

distinct, elongation, but the prominent absorption exhibited by tourmaline 

provided a means of easv orientation. The predominant color of the tour- 

maline grains is brown~ however, several grains of the green and blue 

varieties were seen. Inclusions, while not common, are present in some 

grains as needle-like (acicular) crystals and as irregular colorless and 

opaque masses, 

Because of its dull white and opaque ch:. racter, the presence of 

leucoxene could be easily detected by viewing the grain in reflected 

light. The outline oi' some grains could be seen between crossed nicols 

as very thin edges appear to be translucent and show a high birei'ringence. 

The irregular nature of the surfaoe of some of the leucoxene is interpreted 

as evidence that, the rrain has not been tranwurted. 11so, it was not 

uncomn on to see plate . of anatase protruding from the authlgenic leucoxene 

grains. This type of "sucoxene was probably derived from the alteration 

of ilmenite since the time of Velge deposition, Rome leucoxene also occurs 

as smooth~ rounded grains which suggests that it may have formed before 

being deposited with the Melge sediments. 



Only a few grains of rutile were identified in several slides. 

Two grains are present in the view shown in Plate 1 (8). A deep brownish- 

red color was characteristic of all grain; of rutile identified in the 

Welge sandstone. The surfaces were rounded but not, so much that the origi- 
nal euhedral outline could not be recognised in several grains gome 

grains appeared to have been rounded and then broken~ producing an irregu- 

larly shaped grain, 

Garnet occurs as pale pink grains that were readily identified 

by their isotropic nature and high index oi' refraction. Garnet, al- 
'. hough rare in the Welge sandstone~ suggests that some of the material 

was initially derived from a metamorphic terrene. 

Anatase was common in several slides and was present in all 
those in which brown opaques were predominant, It was not, found in those 

slides in which black opaques predominated in the heavy mineral suite, 

Anatase is characterised by tabular euhedral grains as shown in Plate 3 

(A, 8). home grains appeared to have been either parti. ally destroy'ed by 

solution or imperfectly formeo. However, none of the grains showed any 

degree oi rounding. This establishes the fact that anatase is an authi- 

genic mineral. All grain are a straw yellow color. In some grains 

soning could be seen. , "sail, due&~like inclusirns were also common. A 

uuiaxial negative interi'erence figure was obtainable from practical+ 
every !gain because they !ended to lie on a OO1 face due to their tabular 

nature, 

Description of Light hfinerals 

Quarts grains are the predominant constituent of the Welge sand- 

stone. The grains cf quarts vary from granule to silt siss, but most are 



in the medium-sand grade. The larger grains tend to be better rounded 

than the smaller grains. Frosting, such as wou'd have been produced by 

aeolian action, is common on most of the grains in the medium sand and 

coarser sises, It was also observed on the smaller grains but was not 

nearly so common. The grains in the fine and very-fine sand grades are 

more glassy and more angular than the coarser grains, Inclusions are 

common and range from numerous dust-like ones up to individual grains 

large enough to be identified with the petrographic microscope. Tourma- 

line was identified as an inclusion in several quarts grains, The varia- 

tions in the types of inclusions may indicate that the original source or 

sources of *he Welge sandstone consisted of both acid igneous and metamor- 

ohic terranes ~ 

"econdarily enlarged quarts grains~ several of which are shown 

in Plate 2 (S, B, C~ D) are comnon in ths Welge sandstone The over- 

growths appeared to be rore common cn frosted grains that were rounded and 

contained inclusions than on angular glassy grains~ however, it was not 

uncommon to find overgrowths on all kinds of quarts grains. Both singly 

and doubly terminated overgrowths give a grain a prismatic appearance; 

those grains having onlv a singly terminated overgrowth still retain thai. r 

rounded appearance on one sins a, shown in Flute 3 (Dj. The i'act that none 

of the cvergrowths seemed to be broken or worn indicates that they were 

formed after the Welge was deposited and that they do not effectively serve 

to cement the grains ~ 

Only several grains of chalcedony were identified in the Welge 

sandstone. These grains showed evidence of transport in that they had 

been rounded. It was very easy to recognise the chalcedony grains because 



of their ricrocrystalline nature. Between crossed nicols the grains 

sparkled as the . iage wss rotated but they never showed corplete extinc» 

tion. 

Glauconite is present in the Melge sandston«) both as rounded pel- 

lets in a calcareous sandstone nnd as irregularly -hoped compact masses 

that serve as a c«»)anting agent for quarts grains, The green cole r of 

pellets that were studied w'th a petrographic microscope served to mask 

some of their optical properties. Glaucorite appsa. s to be z)icrocrystal- 

line when viewed between crossed nicols. 

The Melge glauconite has X-ray properties like those designated 

by Burst. (1o5R) as representative of well-ordsred group one glauconite. 

The symmetrical Nasal reflections corresponding& to a "d" spacing within 

the crystal lattice cf 10 and 3. 3 angstrom units are a characteristic of 

group one glauconite that c«n be seen «n the diffractogram of a sedimented 

sample of '&/elge glauconite in Figure 13. The randor)-powder diffractogram 

has several peak reflections besides those at 10 and 3 ' 3 angstror units. 

By' using a sedimented sample the particles are oriented so that only the 

basal reflections appear on the diffractogram as sho&wn in Figure 13. The 

peaks shown on the lower diffractogram are syrrsiric&«l, thus indicating 

a high degree of cryst&«1-stacking re)&n)larity. It «s postulated, although 

in no way proven, that a high degree of crystal-stacking regularity is 

indicative of stable cond&itious where there is sufficient time for glau- 

conite formation to he carried on to its final stages. 

Thin . "ection Description 

A thin sec«. ion was prepared from each of' f1ve selected sarples. 

These five sanplesp 5 2& 7 7 ~ 
1') /&& 8 2« and 9-5, were selected because 
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they were characteri" tic of the minor variations in lithology exhibited 

by the Velge sandstone throughout the entire area of its exposure. It 
was necessary to impregnate all samples except 10-4 in order to make a 

thin section. It should be pointed out that these samples did note in 

every instances represent the lithology of the entire section from which 

they were taken~ nor were they all from the same stratigraphic position. 

Rumple 5-2, in banc specimen~ appeared to be characteristic of 

all samples of Melge that have been described earlier as being composed 

of typical Melge sandstone except that it was better indurated than some 

of the friable samples. In thin section this sample was found to be a 

rounded, well-sorted, medium-grained, quarts sandstone. As a result of 

the almost total absence of interstitial material and loosely packed grains 

the sample appeared to have a high porosity, The one to two percent of 

interstitial material was limonite, part of which was presumably deposited 

after ths deposition of the Melge sandstone. This is evidenced by the 

fact that limonite occurred both as interstitial material and as coatings 

of some grains. There was a minor amount of siliciou. , cement. overgrowths 

were much less conspicuous in thin section than in mounts of loose grains; 

however, a thin section and loose grain mount of the same sample were not 

compared. Dust like inclusions were common in the quarts grains~ however, 

snms grain" were completely void of inclusions. In a few grains the in- 

clusions showed a tendency toward parallel ~lip~ant. 

Sample 7-7 was similar to sample 5-2 except that it had a higher 

percentage of interstitial limonite (estisated g to 4 percent), and a few 

small irregular patches of calcite (estimated 2 percent). The limonite 
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and calcite served as the cementing material. Quarts constituted about 

95 percent of the sample, There vas a noticeable irregularity of the 

surface of some quartz grains, This was probably the frosted and pitted 

edges of the grains but it may have represented replacement cf the quartz 

by calcite. i&en comparing thin sections of samples 5-2 and 7-7 it vas 

seen that 7-7 was less well sorted than 5-2. This observation can be 

checked by the results shown in Lppendix BE 

The slide -. f sample 10-4 was characterized by tightly packed 

quartz grains with an alrrmst negligible amount of limonite. Calcite vas 

more common (estimated 7 percent) than in either of samples 5-2 or 7-7 and 

occurred as coarse irregular patches of crystalline calcite. The Welge 

sandstone at section 10 is less friable than at any of the other sections 

studied except at those vhere +he cement is entirely calcareous. The de- 

creased friability of the sandstone at section 10 is due to the presence 

of some silicious oement, a tighter packing of the quartz grains, and more 

calcareous cement than is present in the sections to the northwest, 

Sample 9-5 was a calcareousz quartz sandstone in which the cal- 

cite cement (estimated 20 percent) occurred as an irregular crystalline 

mosai. c between the videly spaced quartz grains, This vas the sparry oal- 

cite cement described by Folk (1959), The quartz grains vere noticeably 

less closely peeled than in samples vhich have little or no calcareous ce- 

ment, This sample appeared to be completely cemented so that it had a 

lower porosity than the non-calcareous sandstones. In some places the 

pores between quartz prains vere filled with more than one grain of cal- 

citez but in some parts of the slide a calcite grain was large enough to 

completely enclose several grains of quarts, 



The sparry calcite cement was probably formed during diagenesis 

by recrystallization of a microcrystalline calcareous mud, It is possi- 

ble that the cement, was deposited directly as a sperry calcite and has 

not been recrystallizec (Folk, 1959, p. 10). however, according to 

Williams~ Turners and Gilbert (1954s p. 317), calcareous material is readi- 

ly recrystallized during diagenesis. The main evidence that recrystalli- 

zation of a microcrystalline matrix has occurred was the loose packing 

of the quarts grains, They appeared to float in the sperry calcite ce- 

ment, and Folk (1959, p. 34) stated that~ "rock could not have been de- 

posited that way, " 

Fossil fragments, although not present in the thin section of 

sample 9-5~ are present in the Welge sandstone at sections 8 and 9 where 

it is composed of calcareous, quartz sandstone. Several rounded outlines 

were seen in the thin section of sample W5 in which calcite appeared to 

have replaced limonite that represerted oxidized glauconite pellets but 

no trace of original detrital carbonate fragments wss visible. 

Sample 8-2 was a glauconitic, quarts sandstone that contained 

an estimated 75 to 80 percent quarts and 25 to 20 percent glauconite. 

All of the glauconite existed as compact, masses without regular outlines 

and~ aided by some secondary quartz overgrowths~ served as the cementing 

material in this sample, There are only two 1- to 2-foot be% at seo- 

tions 8 and 9 that have this lithology, Volumetrically they represent 

only a small portion of the Welge studieds however, the environmental im- 

plications of these two beds is of great significance. In each instance 

they are overlain by beds of calcareouss quarts sandstone containing scat- 

tered rounded pellets of glauconite. The writer believes that the 



glauconite that occurs as 1rregularly shaped cospact masses has not been 

transported and that, the rounded glauconite pellets probably have been 

transported The association nf terrigenous sand grains, glauconite that 

presumably has not been transported~ and very little of anything else sug- 

gests an environment in which turbulence was sufficient to prevent the 

deposition of silts, clays, and carbonate muds, but was not as great as 

in those areas where pure quarts sand was depos1ted. It is likslv that 

after the glauconite formed, quarts particles and some newly formed glau- 

conite were further reworked enough by wave and current action to round 

the glauconite, These were redsposited with microcrystalline carbonate 

mud which recrystallised during diagenes1s ~ 

There remains to be explained the differences between depo- 

sition in Paleosoic shelf seas and more recent shelf areas. It is not, 

uncommon in Paleosoic quarts sandstones, such as the Melgs, to find a 

gradation from pure quarts sandstone to calcareous, quarts sandstone to 

arenaceous limestone and dolomite with an absence or scarcity of shale 

(Pettijohny 1957' p 299) ~ In Cenosoic and younger deposits there is 

usually a gradation from sandstone to shale to limestone. The reason for 

these differences in facies is related to the greater tectonic stability 

of Paleosoic shelf' areas than of Cenosoic shelf areas' B~ring the depo 

sition of Paleozoic sediments there was more time for a thorough winnow- 

ing and reworking of the ssd1ments so that silr clay cise material was 

largely removed. It is believed that there were periods of quiescence in 

the offshore parts of the platform, in which the water was not sufficient- 

ly agitated to prevent the deposition of a microcrystalline calcareous 

mud+ 
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CONCLUSICNS 

The Welge sandstone was deposited ' y a transgressing sea on a 

stable Paleozoic platform that sloped upward ala'ost imperceptibly toward 

the west. There was very little relief except for local hills of Pre- 

cambrian rock, which by the time of Welge depositions protruded only slight- 

ly above the general level of the platform. Because of the low relief 

and gentle slope of the platform the Welge sea was able to transgress 

rapidly. 

The sea *hat deposited the Lion Mountain sandstone regressed 

beyond the location of all of the sections of Welge sandstone sampled for 

this investigation exoept sections 8 and 9 ~ There was no break in sedi- 

mentation between the Lion Mountain and Welge sandstones at sections 8 

and 9. The shoreline regressed only a short, distance to the east of 

section 10. A slightly irregular contact, between the Welge and Lion Moun- 

tain members and a color change from green to yellow-browne caused by 

the presence of glauconite in the Lion Mountain and its absence in the 

Welgez are evidences of the disconformity that exists between these two 

sandstone members. The basal Welge beds just above the disconformity 

usuallv have a coarser median oismeter than the remainder o" the Welge 

section, howevers +he dizference in grain size is not always great enough 

to be recognized in the i'ield 

After the rapid transgression of the Welge sea from east to 

west there were frequent minor oscillations of sea level, Throughout the 

time of Welge depositions even during the minor oscillations, there was 

nearly uniform wave and current action so that only particles within a 

small size distribution were deposited. The selective sorting was 



accomplished ny a thorough winnowing and reworkin~ of the deposits, All 

material finer than the minimum size that was bein. " deposited vas swept 

away to . . orna yet undetermined site of deposition in the Welge sea, The 

supply of terrigenous material vas never great and the waves and currents 

vere able to winnow~ rovork, and redistribute the sand so that by ihe 

time of final deposition the total environmental characteristics of a 

shallcv-vater stable platform vere impressed on the deposit. 

The terrigenous material vas originally derived from an acid 

igneous and metamorphic terrene~ however~ it is likely that the direct 

source of the Melge sandstone was a sedimentary terrene. Sometime after 

the original derivation and before the final deposition the material vas 

probably exposed to aeolian action. 

The 'elelge grades laterally from pure quarts sandstone in the 

western exposures to glauconitic, calcareous, quartz sandstone in ths 

eastern and southeastern parts of the area which vere farther from the 

strand line oi' the Melgs sea. 
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SIST ANALYSIS DATA - '&/PLP' SANDSTONT' 

S = Section narthex 

N = Susple nuv&ber 

SP = Str&ati "rs;nic position o' aa. ":i&le in feet above bane of &leige sandstone. 

Tbe numbers sbo'&c each ;oiumn indicate the minimur size in phi {P) units of material retained 

in res, &ective ~2 Nentuortn grades (/!i increases as grain sire de&creases). 
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SFDIM"'NTKRY PARAMFTFBS OF WFLG; SANDSTONE 

Legends 8 Section number 

N Sample number 

SP Stratigraphic position of sample in feet above base of 
Welge sandstone 

Q1~ First quartile diameter 

Mdy Median diameter 

Q g 
Third quartile diameter 

QD Quartile deviation 

Skq~ Skewness 

Ky Kurtosis 

So Sorting coefficient 
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4k 1. 15 1, 68 2, 29 0, 57 0 04 0, 27 1, 48 

8 2 2 1 ' 39 1. 81 2, 3l, 0, 4P 0, 06 0. 25 1, 40 

8 1 ~q 1 51 1 91 2 41 0 4, 5 0 05 0 20 1 38 
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1. 50 1. 90 0 ' 38 0. 02 0, 23 1+31 
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NPASURFD SFCTIOHS 

The following stratigraphic sections of Velge sandstone vere 

measured and described at the ten localities in the Central Kineral re- 

gion& of Texas that are discussed in this paper The location of each 

section is shown in Figure 1. The names for each section were determined 

with the assistance of V. F, . Barnes (1q6&')» personal comrnu&ication) ~ 

SFCTIOH 1 HkSON SFCTION 

Section 1 is located vithin the city limits of Mason» Mason 

County» Texas. The section starts on Garfield Street 3 1 mile north of 

the intersection of Garfield and "1 Paso streets, in the southwestern 

part of Nason, 
Thickness 
in feet 

Milberns formation: 

Melge sandstone member» 

S~ggT»ISg; brown-»»allow» weathering to yellov- 

brown» massive» medium-grained» rounded» i'riable 

quarts sandstone 

S~~&&k@; yellow-brown, weathering to brown- 

red, m»&ssive» medium-&~iced» rounded, 

friable, quarts sandstone. 

S»L»Ld~&&k»l brown-yellow» veathering to yellov- 

brown, massi~» medium-grained» rounded, 

friable, quarts sandstone, 

QggggT»GIkg", yellow-crown, vest bering to red- 

brovn, massive» fine- to r&ediur&-grained» 

~ 1 

6. 5 

1O 



Thickness 
in feet 

rounded, slightly friable, quarts sand- 

stone. Secondary quarts faces present, 

on some grains . 
S~nd o~; buff, ueatherlng to brovn- 

yellov, z!assive, medium- to coarse-grained& 

rounded, friable, quartz sandstone. 

Secondary qu:&rtz faces present, on some 

Total thickness oi' t4elge measured. 22+ $ 

FCTION 2 - SCCA'A CRF'H( . "FCTION 

. "ection 2 is located along Squaw ", reek where it, ilovs from east 

tc vest O. 25 mile north of the Mason-Gillespie County line, in Mason 

County~ Texas. The sectior. of ilelge sandstone described and sar:pled is a 

part of the blu„f alonr, the north side of Squaw Creek. 

Milnerns for. " a'ion: 

Helge sandstone mer;ber: 

S~a!~; yellov-brovn, veathering tc red- 

brovn, massive, medium-i rained, rounded, 

friai le, quartz sandstone. 

S~~I!g. „olive-yellou, ve therinf to 

vellou-brovn~ zassive, medium-grained~ 

rounded, slightly friable, very slightly 

ca3. m!reous, quartz sandstone. Secondary 

quartz faces present on some grains. 



Thickness 
in feet 

Total thickness of Uelge measured 

SFCTION 3 - STRvFTFR SFCTION 

"ection 3 is located 2. 75 miles west of the Host Office at 

Streets, Hason County p Texas alonF U . S . Highway 377, The section starts 

in the bed of an intermittent stream 0. 25 mile south ofU. S. Highway 377. 

Wilbetms forrmtionp 

Ne' ge sandsxone mar bar p 

~Sjst~; yellow-brown, weathering to red- 

brown, rassivep med um-~ rained, rounded, 

friablep quarts sandstone. C) 

SsI~tozIH; brown«yellowp weathering to yelloi«- 

brown, mas s i vs p r. ed ium-gra ined J rounded p 

&iablep cuarts sandstone. Secondary quarts 

faces are present on some grains 

Tota thickness of Velge measured 

RECTION 4 — BROOK-KATFÃCY RANCH FFCTIOH 

Section 4 is a con'iosite section. The basa3 16 feet of the sec- 

tion is located on the bank of an intermi'. tent stream soi. ;th of the. cern&, 

terr at Cavu 'Ran Saba p HcCu loch County, Texas. The uppsx eight feet of 
:he ection is located 2 & miles south oz Camp San Sabap 0 j rile saut 

Qf U. R. Hip hwsy 377 on the Kateercy ranch road. 
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Wil'oerns formation: 
Thickness 

in feet 

Wslpe sandstone mer, ber: 

~Sa ~to R; buff', weathe~ing to yellow-brown~ 

massive, r edium-prained, romuied, friable, 

quarts sandstone. Secrndary quarts faces are 

pre. -ent on sore grains 

esto IR; Brown-red, weatherinp to red- 

brownf mass ive, medium-prained, round en, 

friable~ quarts sandstone. 

Sri&~sto ~; brown-yellow, weathering to 

yello~-brown, massive, fine-grained/ rounded, 

friable~ ouarts sandstone. 

Sarg~sn; brown-yellow, weathering to 

yellow-brown~ faintly cross-hedded~ medium- 

prained, rounded, . :ightly friable~ sparing- 

ly glauconitic, quarts sandstone . 
Total thickness of Welpe measured . . . . . . . 24, 

SFCTIGN 5 - UPSTRvA& JAÃF. " RVP'R SFCTIOR 

iection 5 is located along the James River 2 ~ g « iles east- of s 

private airfield in southwestern 1%son County, Texas, 15. 8 airline riles 
scut '. west n f Yiason~ Racon County& Texas. The section begins on the east 

sine of the river about half-way up a nearly vert'csl blufi formed by 

the Welge and underlying nnd overlying rocks. 

Wil'erne formation: 

Welpe sandstone member: 



S~~o~; green-yellow, weatherinr to 

Preen-brown, r essive, s, edium-grained, 

roundeo, sparinFly glauconitic, slightly 

calcareous, friable, quarts sandstone. 

Ski~ton ; brown-yellow, weathsrinf 

red-brown, massive, medium-grained~ rounded, 

slightly calcareous, quarts sandstone, 

S~an s~n " , q ellow-brown, weathering to 

brown-red, massive, radium-grained, rotusisd, 

Thickness 
in feet, 

~ . 2 

2. 5 

resistant, quarts sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . tT ~ 5 

Total thickness of beige measured . . . . . . . 22. 0 

FCTION 6 - LITTL» LLAR, RIVFB ':FCTIO. 'i 

Section 6 is located st, Cedar Point, 4, 25 miles southeast of 

Cherokee, San Saba County, Texas. The section begins st the base of s, 

blufr composed of Melge sandstone and capped by basal organ Creek lime- 

st. one. 

Ailberns fr rmnt ion: 

Melgs sandstone mar bar t 

~S s o~; yellow-brown~ weathering to red- 

brown~ mass vs, median-; rained, rounded, 

friable„ quarts sandstone. 

~S~ston; b. own-yellow~ weatherini to 

yellow-brown, r essive, r edium-grained 

ro1lndedy I+I l bin p ~1larts sands tons ~ 3 
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~8a s a~n ; buff, weatherinF to brown- 

yellow, massive, fins- rained& roundedy 

friable, quarts sandstone. 

Ildsto 1+ y preen-ye 1 low, weath ering to 

preen-brown~ massive, coarse-grained, 

rounded, sparingly Flauconitic, friable/ 

Thickness 
in feet 

16 

quarts sandstone 

Total thickness of Nelge measured . 
BFCi ION 7 - FJLcT CANTON FXTIQN 

"ection 7 is located in the Rile„, " Nountains on the west side 

of tho ranch road to C11ck, 4. 2 miles southwest of ths intersection of 
the Click road and State Highway 77, llano County, Texas. The section 

starts near the top of an unnamed ridge imrediately acuth of Fioore 

Hollow. 

Nil?. erne forr~tions 

Melge sat ds tone member: 

~Sands z~; yellow-brown, weatherinf to brown, 

massive, medi!m grained, slightly calcareous, 

slightly fried le, quarts sandstone 2 ~ 5 

S~t; I 
- hit, tt. l 

brown, massive, medium-grained, roundedi 

sparingly glauconitic, calcareous, quarts 

sandstone. . . . . . . . ~ . * 

~B' t; '~ 1kb, 4. ". m t liest 

brown, r essive, medium-tu'sined, rounded~ 

1 ~ 5 



sparingly Flauoouitic, sliphtly fr1able, ouarts 

Thickness 
in feet 

sandstone. 

Banc~a n ; olive-white, weather1np +o yellow- 

brown~ massive& mediur&-&. rained, rounded~ 

cl1Bhtly calcareous, sliphtly friable, 

quarts sandstone 

Total thickness of Nelde a"easured 

1. 5 

12, 0 

The Lion &qountain-Helps contact is covered at +his section, The 

contact was picked a+ an abr pt chanfe in siope. . he first, expo"ure of 

Melpe is four feet stratiguaphically above the estimated contact. There- 

fore, +he thickness of th1s section includes 12 feet of seasured section 

and an asti& ated four feet of covered section. 

&FCTION 8 - PONGAN CBFFK "FZTION 

bec ion B is located near the routh of the »auth Fork of 

Yorfan Creek, on th~ eastern side oi' Lake Buchanan, Burnet County, Texas. 

The section starts in a bluff alonf the north side of the roan 0. 5 mile 

from the ford across the Bouth Fork of Porgan Creek. 

Nilberns forration& 

M& 1pe sandstone merber: 

~s&~&; Breen-white, west&&erinf to li&-ht 

brown~ mas ive& fossiiiferous, & ediu»- 

rroined, funded, parinply glauconitic, 

calcareous, quarts sandstone . 
~H ~sto g; ~pie-preen, weatherinp to Freen- 

brown, » essive, mediur&-grained, rounded, 

Blauconitic, quarts sandstone. 



qaazgi~m; green-wh1te& weather1np to light 

browil ~ mas s 1 ve, f o s s 1 1 1 f ere us 
& mad 1 ur. 

prained, rounded, sparingly glaucrnitic, 

calcaz caus, quarts sandstone 

~s n ; purple-preen& weatherinp to 

rreen-brown& massive, s;ed1um-prained, 

rounded, plauconitic, quarts sandstone . 
S~d~&~i'; green-white, weathering to lipht 

olive-brown, massive& fossiliferous& mediui- 

grained, rounded& sparingly glauconitic, 

calcareous, quarts sandstone. Tr11obite cast, s 

are common in the lower bed. Barnes (1956) 

identified these as belonging to the ~F vi 

Thickness 
in feet 

Total thickness of Welgs measured 

1. 5 

15. 0 

"FCTTON 9 — BTLV 'H-B&AVvR CRei&K BPCTION 

Bect1on 9 is located i&ear the function between "ilver Creek 

and Beaver Creek on th . eastern side of Lake Buchanan, Burnet County, 

Texas. The section starts in a road-cut on the east, side of the road, 

O. p mile east, and 0. 1 rile saut? rf the ]unction between ". :1ivsz' Creek 

anc Beaver Creek, 

Nilberns formation: 

Melpe sandstone meirbsz i 

+~etc ; olive-w? 1&e, weatherir&p to alive- 

hrown, mas", lve, "as, "flizeraus& r;edium-prsined 



rounded, sparingly glauconiticz calcareousz 

-hickness 
in feet 

quartz sandstone . 
~i@~~; olive-yellow, weathering to 

yellow-brown, massive, r ediuz-grained, 

rounded, slightly caloareous, friahle, 

quartz sandstone 

Sang~iil; olive-whitez weathering to olive- 

brown, massive, sliphtly fossiliferous, 

medium-grained, rounded, sparingly glau- 

conitic, calcareous, quartz sandstone. 

~a ggtone; preen, weathering to yellow- 

brown, massive, medium-grained, rounded, 

glauconitic, quartz sands one. 

S~~to 1 olive-white, weatherinp to olive- 

browll z mass ive, foes i 1 if erous z medium-grained, 

rounded, sparingly glauconiticz calcareous, 

quartz sandstone . 
~gg+glig; preen, weathering to yellow-brownz 

zassive, medium-prained, roundedz plauconitic, 

quartz sandstone , 

~~d ~ne; olive-white, weathering to olive- 

brown, zassive, fossiliferous, medium-grained, 

rounded, sparingly glauconitic, calcareousi 

~ 1 ~ 5 

quartz sand~tons 

Total thickness of zIelge measux'ed 17, 0 
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SANCTION 1O - KLFTT-MAL%&R SeCTION 

Section 10 is located about five ir] ine miles west»northwest 

of Johnson C5. ty~ Slanco County, Texas, on the Pedernales River, The 

section starts at the base of a small bluff on +he east side of the 

river, 

Vllberns formation! 

Thickness 
in feet 

helps sandstone member: 

~Sni~sto !I; parle yellow-brown, westherinp 

dark yellow-brown, massive, vadium- to 

fine-drained, rounded, s iphtly calcareous, 

well-cemented, quartz sa!!ds&one. 

~B~ t; v. ll -b *, h* t~: ' k 

yellow-brown, cross-lw!dded, fine- frained, 

rounded, well-cemented, quartz sandstone. 

Some o~ the grains have secondary faces ~ 

Rsg~nq; yellow-brown, weatherin~". to brown, 

cross-bedded, medium- to fine-grainedf roundedp 

sliphtly calcareous, quartz sandstone. 

~S ~gascon ; brown-l reen, weathering to brown, 

cross-bedded, fine-buained, rounded! Slau- 

conitic, saintly calcareous, quartz sandstone . 
Qgg~ne; Preen-brown, wnatherlnv to brown, 

receive! coarse-grained! rounded, plauconltic, 

slidhtly calcareous, well-cerented, quartz 

sandstone, 

Total thickness of Relpe measured . 
~ 2 

12 
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